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Stat~ement of the Question 
The phone rang with its usual urgency. A subdued 
voice spoke--: 11Dottie just died. 11 11 I' 11 be right 
there." It \'las February 23rd, 1976. Seven months later 
it rang again. This time it was early morning--through 
tears and feelings of deep grief, a young mother halt-
ingly spoke, "Brian, he--is gone. Can you come? 11 11I'll 
be right there.n A year later another phone rang--
this time a mother answered. 11'rhis is at Pacific 
State, your daughter Trudy is having dif'f'I'Culty breathing. 
'i'he doctor is working with her; can you come? 11 III '11 
be right there." Forty minutes later an elevator door 
opened and :mother and family stepped into the corridor 
and moved quickly to the familiar bedside--five minutes 
too late. 
Across America, across the world, across time, 
similar calls, similar scenes have, are and will take 
place. Death has come like a "thief in the night 11 1 and. 
lives are changed, dreams shattered, voids and vacuums 
created, dams of grief broken and questions of lvhy'? 
\vhat? hm<i? what now? burst forth on the torrid silence. 
What have all these in common? Death: the vital 
signs of life have ceased and the medical persotmel have 
declared with certainty that the person is dead and an 
uncertainty begins., Mental Retardation: those who have 
died lived human lives which '"ere hampered in their develop-
rnent by mental retarda-tion. They lived short lives of 
1 Thes. 5: 2 (NAG). 
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twelve, five and twelve years respectively and were the 
bearers of great joy and great suffering. 
For birth hath in itself the germ of death 
But death hath in itself the germ of birth 
It is the falling acorn birds the tree 
The fern--plants moulder when the ferns arise 
For there is nothing lives but something dies 
And there is nothing dies but something lives 
Till the skies be fugitives. 
Till time and hidden root of change, updries 
Are Birth and Death unseparable on Earth 
For they are twain yet one, Death is Birth. 
11 0de to the Setting sunu1 
Francis Thompson 
For the parents, the funeral and burial was a tj_;:n.e 
of grief and mourning. The funeral itself prompted ser·ious 
questions.. Shouldn't the funeral reflect the life of the 
person lV'ho has died and be conducted according to the prin-
ciples of nor·malization? \vnat is a normal funer;;..l service 
for a Christian? The traditional Roman Catholic funeral 
service attempts to adequately synthesize the sorrow, the 
joy, the present reality, the past life of the individual 
and i.~he feelings and emotions of the parents and friends \V'ho 
attend.. Or does it? What would a Cathulic p:r·ies·t, a 
friend of the family, a friend of the cl~ceased do, say? 
'\vhat <ices ·the 11 death and burial of a pe).~son 1·';it;h mental 
retardation" really mean to the parents, friends and to the 
reader? 
Sun, 11 in 
Thomas 
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Statement of the Intention 
This paper will attempt to review the literature 
regarding these problems. It will attempt to present some 
pastoral guidelines for the clergy and all who wor·k with 
pe-ople with mental retardation. It will attempt to provide 
some support for the parents lvho have lived the joy and the 
sorrow and are ably described by Ginott when he says: 
Life is so daily. Parenthood is an endless series 
of small events, periodic conflicts and sudden crises, 
which call for a response. The response is not without 1 
consequence: It~ affects personality for better or worse. 
This paper will not deal with the process of death 
itself, nor with the understanding of feelings, emotions, 
and r0actions toward death in general of the person with 
men-'.;al retardation. It will not deal '\vith the personal 
reactions of persons with mental retardation toward their 
O\v11 deaths. 
It will attempt to review the literature regarding 
the parents• feelings·and reactions to the birth of the 
child who is diagnosed as having some degree of mental 
retardation, especially to a moderate, severe or profound 
deg:ree. I-t will review the literature regarding the chronic 
sorrow and mourning of the parents follm'ling the birth of 
the child with mental retardation. Literature regarding 
. 1Ha~ G~.n?tt, Be·_t':~e~x:'- Pc;t;"'!~t at!_':!-:~~f..:;er (Toronto, 
Ontar~o: ~mcm~l.lan .Pnbb_sh~ ... 1.g Co .. , l';)uy;, {J. 243. 
i' 
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pre-death and the parents' reactions to terminal illness 
in their child, as well as the treatment and care of the 
severely and profoundly handicapped child during this time, 
will be reviewed. The au·thor will attempt to describe 
the secular, Jewish and Christian understandi~~s of death. 
The funeral rite will be reviel'/ed, especially as it rela·tes 
to the Judea-Christian tradition. From this review of the 
literature conclusions will be dralm to assist the parents, 
the clergy and the reader at the moment of the death and 
burial of the person l'lith mental retardation. 
Definition of Terms 
Terms used in this study and needing clarification 
Death: "Death has occurred when every spontaneous 
1 vital function has ceased permanently. 11 
For the purpose of this paper, death l-.rill be under-
s~ood to mean that medical personnel have declared the 
person ·{~o be dead and have signed thE:: death certificate. 
The cause of death will not be investigated. 
r·Iental Retarda-tion: 11Mental ret.arda·tion refers to 
significantly subaverage general intellect.ual functioning 
1Jon Voight, liThe Criteria of Death, Particularly 
in Relation to 1'ransnlantai.~ior;. 3'.trgery, 11 World. :r.Iedical 
.Journal 14 (Seo·tembe;.-October 1967): 14t.l ... -·--- ~ 
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existing concurrently l'lith deficits in ana;Jtive behavior 
and manifested durinr; the developmental period. 111 
There are four levels or degrees of rnent . .:1l reto.rda-
tion: mild {67-52 IQ); moderate (51-36 IQ); severe (35-
20 IQ); and profound (19 IQ and below). For t~i1e purpose of 
this paper the person with retardation i.'lill be understood 
as hav.ing a r.wderatc, severe or profound degree of mental 
There are specific syndromes which gener~lly r_~sult 
in mental retardation and definitions of two of these 
follow: 
:Dmm t s Syndrome: A syndrome in which the majority 
of affected individuals are ·trisomic for chromosome 
number 21.. Clinical manifestations include epica:nthal 
folds, oblique palpebral fissures, broad bridge of the 
nose, pro·truding tongue, open mouth, square shaped 
ears, muscular hypotonia, often congenita1 2heart disease 
and varying degrees of mental retardation. 
The term ?longolism or mongoloid was used in the past 
to refer to what is no>'~ referred to as Dm·m t s syndrome. 
Hurlers Syndrome: A syndrome of mucolysaccride 
metabolism associated with characteristic facial appear-
ance including broad ridge of the nose, open mouth with pro-
trucling large tongue, thickened lips, corneal clouding. 
1 Hubert J. Grossman, I1.:J., ed., Eanual on Terminology_ 
and Classification in Hen-t~.::.l f!.etardation, 1977 l"~evision 
"[(lashing-ton, D.C.: Amcri cc:n Associat:iGn on l~cH·t.::l Deficiency, 
1977), P• 11. 
') 
"-'~ . ' 
_t.OlC., p. 13.3. 
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The facial features are coarse. Herpatomegaly and hyper-
tuchosis are present. I''' ental retarcbtion is present. 
Transmitted as autosomal recessive. 1 
Summary 
~·J1wt doe.s the death and burial of the person '\•rith 
mental retardation really mean to parents, friends, and to 
the reader? This paper is an attempt to ansuer this ques-
tion by reviewing the literature regarding the emotions, 
feelings and reactions of the parents to the death of the 
person with mental retardation:. By revie1ving _the litera-
ture regarding the funeral rite as it reflects the life 
and death of the person ;'lith mental retardation, plus the 
g-rief, sorrow and possibly joy experienced by the parents. 
Conclusions ;.;ill be drawn t.o assist the parents, friends, 
and ·the reader in the milieu occasioned by the death and 
burial of the person w·ith mental retardation. Terms 
relevant to the study and limitations on its scope were 
defined. 
lib. 1 
l.U.' p .. 14-2. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIE~'/ OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
A review of the literature shm"'s only one reference 
to the actual death and burial of the person ,.,ith mental 
- 1 --
retardation. This is made by Nichols and Nichols tihen 
they describe in detail the funeral and burial of a one 
year old baby who had Down 1 s syndrome. They also describe 
the feeli1Lgs and reactions of the parents and their 
participation in the funeralization process. 
Hm'lever much has been written on the birth of the 
person with mental retardation and the effects on the 
parents. Is there a connection? The literature seems to 
suggest that there is. The literature seems to suggest 
that reactions to the birth, such as chronic sorro,.,, 
mourning, death ,.,ishes, are similar to those experienced 
at the death of a loved one. 
Thus Funderburk states when l'rriting about the 
counseling center at the University of California at Los 
Angeles: 
·-----------
1Roy Nichols and Ja:.1e !~lichols 1 11 Funerals: A Time for 
Grief and Grm.vth, n in Deat21: The Fin.:d Stage !:Jf Grm·.rth, ed. 
Flisabeth Kubler-Ross (Net., -Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1975), PP• 87-96. 
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In addition to biomedical fac·ts about. Dmm' s synd-
rome and prevention in future p:ce~':"n.Tn<.:-i..es by amniocent;e3is :~ 
the parents are assisted 1.'/ith coping mechanisms. 'fhey 
are instructed about the basic psycholr.v~;ical reactions 
to hwnan trauma quite similar to those described by 
Kubler-Ross for the terminally ill patien-t.1 
The basic psychological reactions ·to human trau.tna 
or coping mechanisms are described by ICubler-~Ross as denial 
,., 
and isolation, anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance • .,., 
She describes the first stage, denial and isola·tion 
as: ''Denial functions as a buffer after unexpected shock-
ing ne\ls, allows the patient to collect himsel-f and with 
time, mobilize other, less radical defenses. 113 The second 
stage is described as: 11 Anger • • • when the first stage 
of denial ccnmot be maintained any longer, it is replaced 
by feelings of anger, rage, envy, and resentment. The 
logical nex:c question becomes 11\'/hy me? 11 • 4 The next stage 
is bargaining: If we have been unable to face the sad 
facts in the first period and have been angry at people 
and God in the second phase, maybe we can succeed in enter-
ing into some sort of an agreement which may postpone the 
inevitable happening. n5 Depression is described: 
1 steve Funderburk, Karen Richard.."ion, Joan .Johnson, 
' 1'.I'he Adap-t;ation of Parents: Postpartum Crisis Counseling, 11 
.!'g_gi~l;_tri_s.~ 63 (September 1977): 383. 
2Blisabeth Kubler-Ross, pn Death and D;,:ing (Nmv 
Y':)l'k: Macmillan Pt:b1 ish:i.ng Co.:· 1969; Nn~8.illan Paperback 
edjtion 1974), pp. 38-112. 
') 
..>Ib. 1 J..a.' pp. 39-40. 
4Ibid .. , p. so. 
5--b . d 
..L ]_' • ' P• 82 • 
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1tf.aen the terminally ill patient can no longer deny 
his illness, when he is forced to undergo more surgery 
or hospitalization, when he begins to have more SJ-npt~oms 
or become 1t1eaker and thinner, he cannot smile it off 
anymore. His numbness or stoicism, his anger an~rage 
l'lill soon be replaced with a sense of great loss. 
The final stage is one of acceptance: 1·If the 
patient had enough time and has been given some help in 
working through the previously described stages, he '\'lill 
reach a stage during which he is neither depressed nor 
angry about his fate.n 2 
At the counseling center mentioned above do they 
instruct parents who have given birth to a child lvi·th 
mental retardation on the phases of grief experienced by 
a person after the death of a loved one as described by 
It is not stated in the article by Funderburk, 4 s-et 
these phases are similar to those stages of coping with 
death previously described by Kubler-Ross. 5 Ogg proposes 
1Ibid.' p. 84. 
2Ibid.' p. 112. 
3Elisabeth Ogg, A Death in the Family (New York: 
Public Affairs Pamphlets, 1976), pp. 2-S. 
4Funderburk, et al.s liThe Adaptation of Parents: 
Post-Partum Crisis Counseling," p. 383. 
5Kubler-Ross, On Death and Dying, pp. 38-112. 
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·that there ~re distinct phases in norn:~l bere.:.nre:nent, 
which last longer for some people than for others, and 
which may overlap. They are "shock and numbness • • • dis-
belief and illusions • • • a time of inner conflict • • • 
the burden of guilt ••• feelings of anger ••• aloneness 
• • • expressing grief • • • delayed, inhibited and chronic 
grief are three kinds of extreme reactions that seriously 
hamper l'lorking through grief to a stage of acceptance and 
re.integration •• rr 1 
Pearl Buck seems to experience one of these reactions 
or goes t.hrough one of the coping stages or phases of 
grief. She says: 
The first cry from my heart, 'l.vhen I kne,.,.. she lmuld 
never be anything but a child, was the age-old cry that 
"l:le all make before inevitable sorrow: 11 \Vhy must this 
happen to me? u 2 To this there could be no answer and 
there \'las none. 
This paper lrill revie,., descriptions of the 
experiences and reactions of the parents following the birth 
of their child who has profound, severe or moderate retarda-
tion, in order to better understand their feelings and 
reactions at the death and burial. For the same purpose it 
v1ill discuss the parents' feelings and reactions to ·terminal 
1 Ogg, A Death in the Family, pp.· 2-7. 
2Pcarl Buck, The Child ~Jho Never GreH (Nm'w' York: 
John Day Co., 1950), P• 6. 
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illness or the pre-death of their child. The secular, 
and Judea-Christian vim·;points on death itself and the 
funeral rite "\'lill be reviewed. The conclusion •·Till provide 
guidelines to assist the parents and the reader in dealing 
with the death and burial of a person ·Hith mental retarda-
tion. 
Birth of D. Child \vith Profound, Severe or Hoderate 
r.rental Retardation and the Effects on the Parents 
_<: C':! 
.J.o, in a lvay, a miraculous even·t, for each 
person born has limitless potentials and possiblities. 
Each individual has the pmver to love, to create, to share, 
to discover new alternatives and bring new and fresh hope 
for huraanity. Dirth, for most families, is ~ time for 
rejoicing, for pride, for gathering together loved ones and 
sharing with them in the celebration of renewal of life. 
For other families birth may not be as joyful an 
occasion. On the con·trary, it may ·be a time for tears, 
confusion, fear and despair. A new lifestyle, filled with 
unique ;:md mysterious problems, may be demanded of all 
invol ~ .. -eel. 
Hany such exar.1ples are discussed in the literature 
by parents tller:ISel ves and by professionals. One nother 
\:rote a manual to help other mothers. In the in·trocluction 
she describes her present feelings, and later states: 
This attitude was not the same, the first nine 
raonths of our little T:ark 1 s life. I was not prepared 
for it, no one ever is. Imagine being told your baby 
12 
is retarded. You never think this could happen to you. 
I sat there s·tunned before I could ask inevitable and 
endless questions. Some the doctors could answer; 
some the clergymen could ans-t'ler; but none of these pro-
fessional people had a retarded0r handicapped) child. 
I'd never seen a Mongoloid, so I didn 1t know hOli bad 
they 1·;ere. I needed and "t>Janted another mother of a 
Hongoloid [Dmm t s syndrome] child to tell me ho1v she 
accepted her child, how he 'I.>Jould fit into the family, 
what he 'I.V"as like at the two a.m. feeding. I 1.ranted 1 
to ask hundreds of questions a doctor could not tell me. 
Robinson gives a step by step account of the parents' 
reactions after the doctor informs them: 11 Eddie is the vic-
tim of one of nature t s accidents. I 1m afraid his brail1. \vill - ~--
never develop. He has all the signs of feeblemindness.n 2 
She lists three stages \vhich the parents go through. 
Stage one is a frantic searching for proof that the child 
is not sub-normal.. Stage t1vo is a crusade to prove the 
specialists \·trong. Stage three takes place only l'lhen both 
parents accept their child as sub-normal and arrange their 
lives accordingly. 
Stage one consists of (1) repudiation of the family 
physician, (2) correspondence with authorities in the 
field of abnormal psycholo{:,<y and ( 3) visits to psychia-
trists and specialists all over the lan~. This period 
lasts as long as family finances allou. 
1Helen A. HcClinton, Hothers Nutual Hanual (Colorado 
Springs, Colorado: El Paso County Association for Retarded 
Children, 1967), p. 2. 
2Roberta Robinson, "Don 1t Speak to Us of Living 
Deathstr in Robert L. Noland, ed. Counseli~ Parents of 
the 1•Ientally Retarded (Springfield, Ill.: Charles Thomas, 
1970), pp. 5-18. 
3 Ibid., p. 8. 
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During stage two, when there is a crusade to prove 
the specialists wrong, the husband senses a gradual change 
in his wife. She loses all interest in sex, refuses to 
mix in society, neglects her ordinary lvork and devotes 
every waking hour to frenzied training of her child. If 
this stage persists too long, it may lead to the motherts 
complete insanity. 
Stage three takes place only when both parents 
accept their child as sub-normal and arrange their lives 
accordingly •••• the child is at home, the mother often 
devotes her days to the child's care. Sometimes a sem-
blance of home life remains, but the parents often 
through fear, or because of knowledge obtained through 
the genetic counselor, resolve never again to have chil-
dren. The most stable people place their child in an 
environment specially created to care for him. These 
parents have two alternatives. First, they can keep the 
child at home as a member of the family, have other 
children and build as nearly normal a home-life as possible .. 
Or they can put him or her in an institution, family care 
home, convalescent home, board and care home, have other 
children, and build a happy life l'/ithout him or her.l 
Other writers describe stages similar to those men-
tioned above. Nurray2 lists six stages, or problem areas, 
which are shared by many families of retarded children. 
These will vary in importance, impact or degree, according 
to the individual family situation and the particular child 
involved. They are: (1) acceptance of the fact that the 
child is retarded; (2) financial difficulties; (3) emotion-
al build-up which is brought on by the difficulty of sharing 
the news and information about their child uith others; (4) 
theological conflicts which arise in the minds of parents 
lvhen faced lvith a heart-rending situation within t~heir 
2Dorothy G. Hurray, "Needs of Parents of Mentally Re-
tarded Children,'' American Journal of Hental Deficienc;y: 
. 63 U·Tay 1959):1078-1088. 
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personal lives such as the birth of a child \vith mental 
retardation; (5) search for a solution to the matter of 
satisfactory life time care for the child \dth retardation; 
( 6) coping at. one time or another ·with often inept, in-
accurate and ill-timed advice. 
Boyd talks about three stages which a parent goes 
through. He first details his reaction to the news about 
the birth of his child: 
11 I am afraid that your baby is not a normal child. 
I think she is a mongoloid. 11 The earth seemed to rise 
up around me and the heavens seemed to crash upon my 
head. A mongoloid child. 'i'lhat was a mongoloid child? 
I had heard the name, but my recollection \vas vague and 
tinged with horror. A thousand thoughts raced across 
my brain with kaleidoscopic rapidity. '\vas this the 
result of heredity? \'fas there no hope at all? Hhy did 
this have to happen to me? \ih.y had God singled me out 
from all other men, to place this burden upon me. •'lhy'? 
:vhy? Why?l 
He continues by describing the first stage as an 
entirely subjective one, in which the person is totally 
concerned about the self. In stage two, the person thin1..::s 
less of the self and more of the child. Stage three 
follows; the parents begin to think more of lvhat they can 
do for other parents and their mentally retarded children 
and less about what others can do for them. 
The stages through \vhich the parents go, as well as 
their problens and needs were recognized by the President t s 
Panel on :r.-Iental Retardation. 
·----------------------
1 Dan Boyd, 11 The Three Stages in the Gro1vth of a Parent 
of a :Mentally Retarded Child, 11 American Journal of Hental 
.Deficiency 55 (April 1951);608. 
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Acceptance by the parents of the true nature of their 
childs' handicap is essential if they are to be effec-
tive in helping him or her • • • • The physician and 
the other professional people dealing with the family 
do not always appreciate the severe crisis through which 
its members pass during the weeks or months1 following 
the revelation of their child's affliction. 
The \V'ord 11 acceptance 11 , as found in a review· of the litera-
ture, is frequently used in reference to the parents' 
feelings toward their child who has mental retardation. 
However, parental rejection is also discussed, especially by 
professionals. It is important to understand this 
phenomenon when discussing the reactions of the parents 
following the birth of their child l'lith mental retarda-
tion. Gallagher defines rejection as "the persistent and 
unrelieved holding of unrealistic negative values of the 
child, to the extent that the whole behavior of the parent 
towards the child is colored unrealistically by this negative 
2 
tone." 
In his discussion, he presents four general areas 
where parental rejection can be expressed: (1) strong, 
underexpectations of achievement, where the child is con-
sidered so useless that he/she is considered incapable of 
doing anything; (2) goals are set so high for the child that 
1 President's Panel on !-rental Retardation, A Pronosed 
Progran for National Action to Comba·t 1·Iental Retardation 
(~·lashing-ton, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 19D3), p. 89. 
2Janes J. Gallagher, "Rejecting Parents?rr Exceptional 
Children 22 {April 1956):273-276. 
,_ .. -_,·.·,,. 
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vhen s/he does not achieve, this is used to justify the 
negative feelings; (3) escape, which can be either abandon-
·the child o:.- placing the child at a great distance from 
the parent; (4) reaction formation, where the negative 
feelings that the parents have touard the child are so un-
acceptable to their own total picture of themselves as 
kind, warm, loving individuals that they deny their feelings 
.:md present to others the exact opposite feelings. 
Other authors suggest variables which affect the 
acceptance or 1·e:jection by the parents of their child with 
retardation. One of these is parental position on the socio--
economic ladder. 
The potency of child-care problems associated with 
m~~nt.nl ":"eb,r·dat:_o:r'. is related to socioeconomic s-tatus in 
affecting family relationships. As long as high socio-
economic status parents are uncertain about potential 
intellectual development of the retarded child, their 
'family relationships may be profoundly affected. How-
ever, as soon as the child is diagnosed as severely 
retarded, the discrepancy bet,;een his other familial, 
social, and economic labels and his intellectual label is 
sufficiently great to produce great emotional impact 
•••• For 1oH economic level families hm..,ever, since 
the label itself is presumably not the primary crisis-
evoking factor, child-care problems themselves provide 
the basis for family tension.l 
O·ther factors raay be the age and sex of both child 
.and parents, etiology as perceived by parents, social and 
·religious background, and the interaction between intra-
family and extrafamily relat.ionships. ./mother very 
1Dernard Farber, ~21 Retardation, Its Social 
Context and Social Conseguences (New York: Hout:~hton 
Hi.fflin Co., 1968), PP• 38-39. 
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important factor is ·the understanding by the parents of 
"l·lha·t a child means. Rycl~aan and Henderson mention six 
areas concerning the meaning of children \"lith retardation 
to their parents: 
(1) The parent vimvs the child as a physical and 
psychological extension of himself. (2) The child is 
means of vicarious staisfaction to the parents. (3) 
The parents can t~anscenddeath through their child, i.e. 
derive some measure of immortality. (4) A fourth area 
of meaning of children for parents is the concept of a 
personalized love object. (5) Another area is the parental 
feeling of \vorth in meeting the dependency needs of the 
child. (6) The negative feelings the pare~ts may hrve 
about the limitations and demands of child rearing. 
The concept of guilt seems, according to a revie,.,. 
of the literature, to play a part in the parental acceptance 
or rejection of the child. Zuk studied this area. 
To ,.,hat extent can the better acceptance of the 
Catholic mothers be attributed? In the tnoiter 's opinion, 
it is due to the explicit absolution from personal guilt 
offered by religious belief. Catholic doctrine provides 
considerable emotional support for mothers by its insis -
tence that every child, normal or defective, is a special 
gift of God bestm.,red on parents. Indeed, the birth of a 
retarded child may be perceived by the devout Catholic 
mother as a unique test of her religious faith. It is 
the \vriter 's impression that the Catholic is much less 
subject to the kind of searching self-examination that 
1 navid B. Ryckman and Robert A. Henderson, 11 The 
l•reariing of a Retarded Child for His Parents: A Focus for 
Counselors, 11 Hental Retardation 3 (August 1965):4-5. 
often results in the development of strong guilt 
feelings. She is not likely to ask herself, '11:/hat 
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have I done to have such a child.?" She is m01·e willing 
to accept the fact that the birth of the child was the 
result of a decision made by high spiritual authority. 
It is not, hard to see how acceptance of this decision 
is a major step along the path to acceptance of the 
child.l 
In the conclusion of his "\vork, Zuk also states: 
I-t should be appreciated that parents of a retarded 
child are often subject to extreme conflict; they are 
caught between strong feelings of love and hate tmvard 
the affected offspring. These contradictory feelings 
tend to result in the arousal of a guilt reaction. In 
the \-lriter 's experience, fe'" parents openly admit to 
guilt. It is more likely to be seen projectively, that 
is, in such reactions as a rejection or fostering over-
dependency, or putting too much pressure on the child 
to perform. 2 
The literature indicated that parents experience, 
following the birth of a child lrith mental retardation, the 
basic psychological reactions to human trawna experienced 
by the terminally ill patient. These '"ere denial and iso-
lation, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. It 
also indicated that parents go through different stages 
at the birth of a child with mental retardation. These 
were, according to one author, 3 the frantic searching 
1G. H. Zuk, "The Religious Factor and the Role of 
Guilt in Parental Acceptance of the Retarded Child, 11 American 
Journal of I•iex:r~al Deficiency 64 (July 1959):145 • 
.., 
'"'Ibid., p. 146. 
3Robinson, "Don •t Speal-c to Us of Living Deaths," pp. 
5-18. 
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for proof -that the child is not hand.icapped, the crusade 
-to prove the diagnosis wrong, and the final acceptance. Another 
1 
author mentions similar stages: acceptance of the fact; 
using financial resources; emotional build-up; theological 
conflicts; the search for a solution; and the coping period. 
,., 
A third author"" describes three stages: the involvement 
with the self; the involvement lV'ith the child; and finally 
the involvement 1-.rith others. 
The literature considers the concept of acceptance 
and its opposite, rejection, in relationship to the feelings 
about the child with mental retardation. Factors such as 
the parents' position on the socioeconomic ladder, the 
severity of the retardation and child-care problems are 
given as variables which affect the acceptance or rejection 
by the parents of the child Hith mental retardation. Other 
fact.ors such as age, sex, etiology, social and religious 
background were also considered. \'l.hat a child means and 
hmV' the parents see and understand their child "tdth mental 
retardation \'las considered as being a very impor·tant factor 
in acceptance. The part that guilt plays in accep-tance was 
1Hurray, "Needs of Parents of :Mentally Retarded Chil-
clren,11 pp. 1078-1088. 
2 Boyd, liThe Three Stages in the GrO'I:~th of a Parent 
of a Hentally Retarded Child," p. 608. 
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1 studied by one author, l'lho suggested that Catholic 
mothers \vere more accepting of their child with mental 
retar•dation than other mothers. 
The literature advances three major reactions of 
the parents to the birth of their child l"lith retardation: 
mourning; chronic sorrow and death lvishes. These \V"ill 
be considered more directly in the following section of 
this paper. The factors that shape the family 1 s trauma, 
or that lead to the family's adaptive responses will be 
discussed. 
Nourning, Chronic SorroH and Death ~·lishes: 
The Birth of the Child with ~Iental Retardation 
Nental retardation in a nmv born child is regarded. 
by many parents as a personal and family tragedy and 
whatever one may do or say the tragedy remains. ,.lhat do 
these parents really feel? Solnit and Stark propose 
that parents experience a mourning reaction. 2 They be-
lieve that. the birth of a child with mental retardation 
is a severe narcissistic blow similar to the loss 
suffered through the death of a loved one, leaving the 
parents in a state of acut:.e grief. They hypothesize that 
the mother expects to have a normal child and builds up a 
1 zuk, '1The Religious Pactor and the Role of Guilt 
in Parental Acceptance of the Retarded Child, 11 p. 145. 
2.Albert J. Solnit, Hary H. Stark, 11Eourning and the 
Birt;h of a Defective Child," in Psychoanalytic Studz .o.f 
the Child, Vol. 16 (Nmv York: International Universities 
PreSs Inc., 1961), pp. 523-537. 
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fantasy image of him or her. The birth of the defective 
child means the loss of the normal child. 
In the mother's mourning reaction to the loss of 
the healthy child, her wishes for, and expectations of, 
the desired child are crushed by the birth of the 
defect.ive child. Her anxious fears of having a clar.laged 
child are realized. These disappointed, highly charged 
longings for the normal child may be recalled, intense-
ly felt, and gradually Qischarged in order to reduce 
the impact of the loss of the expected loved child. 
'I'his process can liberate the mo·ther 1 s feelings and 
interests for a more realistic adaptation. The mourn-
ing process makes it possible to progress from the 
initial phase of numbness and disbelief; to the da>ming 
at'lareness of the disappointment and feeling of loss 
lvith accompanying affective and physical symptoms; 
to the last phase of the grief reaction in which intense 
re-e:::q>e:ciencing of the memories and expectations gradual-
ly reduce the excessive desire or wish for the idealized 
child. In childbearing, the simultaneous loss of one 
child and adaptation to the deviant or defective child 
makes a demand that is very likely to be overwhelming. 
There is no time for working through the loss of the 
desired child, before there is the demand to invest 
the new and handicapped child as a love object .1 
Olshansky argues against this hypothesis for 
four reasons. (1) The death of a dream child is not 
equivalent to the death of a real child. (2) Insufficient 
account is taken of the fact that, for many parents, 
identification of mental deficiency does not take place 
at birth. ( 3) Those parents who passed the period of 
r.10urning should be free of sorrmv and should be able to 
attend the needs of their child. (4) It places the problem 
>vithin the psyche and appears to define the parents as neu-
rotic. 2 
--------------------------
1 11>j_d.' p. 526. 
2simon Olshansky, "Parent Responses to a Hentally 
. Defective Child, 11 1·Iental rtetardation 4 (August 1966): 
21-23. 
,~ '·' -: 
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Olshansky proposes that parents who have a mentally 
dcfecti ve child suffer chronic sorrmv throughout their 
1 . 1 .lVes. This sorrm.-; is particular to the family, depend-
ing upon the circwnstances, background, the condition of 
their child and it varies in intensity from time to time. 
It is not ·to be vie,.;ed as a neurotic manifestation, but 
rather as a natural and understandable response to a 
tragic fact. He gives as a justification for the chronic 
sorrmv, the reality faced by the parent of a child lvith 
severe mental retardation. 
\fuen the parent is asked to accept mental deficiency, 
it is not clear just Hhat he is being asked to do. The 
great stress professional l'iorkers tend to place on accept-
ance may sug-gest to the parent that he is expected to 
perceive his child from the point of vim'! of the pro-
fessional helper. This expectation may make him both 
resentful and resistant.2 
Olshansky feels the sorrow is chronic in that it 
lasts as long as the child lives. 
The \'!Oes, the trials, the moments of despair will 
continue until either their mm deaths or the child's 
death. Concern about what will happen to his child 
after he is dead may be a realistic concern for a 
parent, or it may be associated with death 1vishes either 
for himself or for his child. Release from his chronic 
sorrm'l may be obtainable only through deat.h. 3 
1simon Olshansky, "Chronic Sorrow: A Response to 
Having a Mentally Defective Child, 11 Social Casework ._1-J 
(April 1962):190-193. 
2Ibid., P• 191. 
3Ibid., p. 192. 
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Death wishes are mentioned among the reactions 
and feelings experienced by many parents toward their 
child with retardation according to Roos. 
Resentment and hostility generated by repeated 
frustrations may be expressed in death •'lishes toward 
the child and feelings of rejection. Typically such 
feelings arouse considerable guil·t in the parent, who 
then tries to atone for his hostility by developing 
overpr?tcctive and overindulgent attitudes tm>~ard the 
child.-
The death wish of the parents touard their child 
with mental retardation is often expressed in the counsel-
ing session. Mandelbaum describes the parents• feelings, 
reactions and participation in the group counseling process: 
The parents praise each other's children and during 
the expression of such positive feelings they slowly 
venture to speak of their anger and fright at the per-
sistent intrusion of intense death l'lishes. Hany say 
in effect, 11Having a retarded child is like having a 
death in the family, only worse; at least you can get 
over a death, but this is never behind you. You have 
to live uith this, for the rest of your life.n2 
This same feeling was expressed by a famous parent 
who \-.rrote a book about her child with mental retardation. 
All the brightness of life is gone, all the pride 
gone, there is an actual sense of one's life being cut 
off in the child. The stream of the generations is 
stopped. Death lmuld be far easier to bear, for death 
is final. 1•Jhat l'las, is no more. Hm.,r often did I cry out 
1 Philip Roos, 11 Psychological Counseling with Parents 
of RetardeC. Children, n Mental Retardation 1 (December 1963): 
345. 
2Arthur Handelbaum, 11 The Group Process in Helping 
Paren·ts of Retarded Children, n in Children Vol. 14 
(\vashington, D.C.: Dept. of Health, Education and Wel-
fare, Children's Bureau, 1966):227-232. 
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~n my heart, ·that it would be bc·tt~er if my c!1ild died. 
If tha·t shocks you, tvho have no·t lmmm, it will not 
shock those who do know. I would have \vel corned death 
for my child and Houl~ still \"lelcome it, for ·then she 
uould be finally .safe. 
Perske in alerting pastors to some of the critical 
situations to expect in the lives of the p.:1rcnts of people 
\vith mental retardation mentions: 
There 't·Jill nearly al\·mys be death ,.,ishes in the 
families of the mentally retarded. This shouldn't be 
alarming since aggressive fantasies are present in even 
the most \"larm and 't>lholesome relationships at certain 
times. Often these death \·fishes are denied -and pushed 
back. They can cause real problems in the relation-
ship with the mentally retarded person. A skilled 
pastor may be very helpful in the struggle to recognize 
them, understand and deal \vith them.2 
This paper, in this section, has revimved the 
literature wi·th regard to the effects of ·clte birth of a 
child with mental retardation on the parents. It \vas pro-
posed that the birth of a child with mental retardation 
\-vas a severe narcissistic blmiT, similar to loss suffered 
through the death of a loved one, leaving the parents in 
a state of acute grief. Since the mother expects a per-
feet child, the birth of the defective child means the 
loss of the normal child. The mother goes through a 
mourning process for the perfect child prior to the 
1 Duck, _The Child \Vl~o Never Gre,.,, p. 27. 
2Robert Perske, 11 The Pastoral Care and Counseling 
of Families of the Hentally Retarded, 11 Pastoral Psychologz 
19 (November 1968):27. 
,., -~ ~ -, : ' 
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acceptance of the child with retardntion. On t;hc other 
hand, it was proposed that the parents suffer chronic 
sorrmv throughout their lives. This chronic sorrow varies 
1n intensity according to circumstances and time. A number 
of authors suggested that the reaction to, or the concern 
for, the child with mental retardation '"as often expressed 
in death wishes. While these aroused guilt feelings in 
the parents, they should not be seen as alarming or indica-
tions of neurosis. Often they were denied arid pushed 
back. The next section of this paper will review the 
theological crisis, or the God question, as it affects 
the parents following the birth of their child with mental 
retardation. This review 1vill attempt to assist the 
parents and the reader toward a better understanding of 
the possible theological crisis, or God question, ex-
perienced by the parents at; the death and burial of the 
person lvith mental retardation. 
Theological Crisis E::-:perienced by the Parents 
At the Birth of a Child with Hental Retardation 
One often hears the expression, taken from the 
Bible or else-.vhere, that life is a gift from God. This 
is found in the scripture quotation, 11 God created man in 
His il:tage; in ·t;he Divine image He created him; male and 
l female He creat-ed them. 11 Thus for a person vlith a 
1 cn 1:27 (NAB). 
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religious background the birth of a child >wuld have 
theological implications. A revietv of the literature 
indicates that this is so especially at the birth of a 
child w·ith mental retardation. One author, referred to 
earlier, mentions as the fourth problem experienced by 
the parents, the theological conflicts which arise in the 
minds of the parents when faced ltith such a heartrending 
si-tuation within their personal lives. She explains that 
any condition of life which destroys or permanently 
-· ·-
damages one's concept of a loving and merciful God, 
presents a serious problem. She states: 
But to suddenly face the fact that their child is 
a mental cripple, and 1'lill remain so throughout life, 
well--this simply places them outside. the providence 
of God's mercy and justice, or so they often fiel--
if they can still believe that; there is a God. 
A review of the literature \·lith regard to religion, parents, 
and mental retardation l'las compiled by Stubblefield, who 
concluded tha·t there are two definite patterns of relation-
2 
ship bet,.,.een religion and parental acceptance. (1) 'l'he 
birth of a child 1'lith mental retardation precipitates a 
theological crisis for many parents. (2) Not only cloes 
-------------
1 
·-J.1urray, 11 Needs of Parents of Hentally Retarded 
Childrcn,u p. 1086. 
2Harol d 'd. Stubblefield, 11Rcligion, Parents and 
]\;ental Retardation, 11 l'Iental Retarc:L'1.tion 3 (August 1965): 
8·-11. 
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the birth of a child ;:ith mental retardation affec·t 
religious faith, but religious faith also affects the 
parents • response to this even·t. 
A number of areas ·Here seen to be involved in the 
·theological crisis according to the author. One l'las the 
belief that the condition of retardation was the punish-
ment of God, which then involves the problems of sin, 
guilt, and forgiveness. This belief represents man's 
persistent need to affix responsibility and to believe that 
God visits the sins of the fathers upon their sons. Another 
area \'laS the positive effects the theological crisis could 
have. The author reported on a survey of t"t·10 hundred and 
twenty clergyr.1en: 
Forty-one percent had observed that a retarded 
child stimulated greater faith in the parents knmm 
to them, while t"t'lenty-eight percent had observed 
families Hho Here brought Iloser to the church as a 
result of this experience. 
The second pattern, the birth affecting the 
religious faith, and the religious faith affecting the 
parents' response, has three religious factors as formative 
influences. 
The religious affiliation of the parents • • • • 
the religious interpretation of the cause of illness. 
• • • the religious teaching regarding the expression 
of feeling. Every religion and culture str-uctures 
acceptable patterns for the e~pression of emotions and 
reactions to such crucial events as illness and death. 
-------------~-----------
1 I' b. , 
1.0..' p. 9. 
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Mor~l values are even att~ched to the kinds or inten-
sity of emotions peri:-tittcd to be c=~prcssed. 1 
Pcrske sums up the theological crisis when he says: 
Religious attitudes and beliefs often undergo 
radical change. In many instances, those who were 
not act.ivc in church i'lill become active. o-chers who 
were extremely active become less active. They may 
even dro;J out or change church affiliation. Hental 
retardation comes as such a blmv to most persons that 
their theological beliefs cannot help being shaken 
and reconstructed on another level.2 
A positive theological crisis can result in a stage of 
development similar to the third stage in the grmvth of 
a parent of a child Hho has mental retardation, as describ-
ed by Boyd. 
And as 'l.te experience the rewards that can COI:te 1-ihen 
we merge the problem of our child into the problem of 
all mentally retarded children, He shall realize the 
promise: IIGive and it shall be given unto you; good 
measure, pressed dmm and shaken together and running 
over." And then we shall be able to look into our 
children's eyes and see them as they really are--God's 
children--and be thankful. 11 And God created man in His 
own image: in God's image created He him. And God 
sat'/ everything that He had made and behold, it 1-ms 
good. 11 3 
The birth of a child lifith mental retardation caused 
a theological crisis in the personal lives of the parents 
according.to all the authors reviewed. It also, according 
1 
~Ibid., pp. 9-10. 
2 Perske, "The Pastoral Care and Counseling of 
Families of the r.!entally Retarded, 11 p. 28. 
3Boyd, 'The Three Stages in the Grm·rth of a Parent 
of a Hentally Retarded Child, 11 p. 611. 
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to some authors, affecJcccl ·the p~rcn·ts 1 faith positively 
or negatively. Conversely the religious faith also 
affected t~he parents r response to the birth and life of 
the child with mental retardation. This religious faith 
tvas described as having three religious factors as forma-
tive influences: religious affiliation of the parents, 
religious interpretation of the cause of illness and the 
religious teaching regarding the expression of feelings. 
One author, a parent of a child \•lith mental retardation, 
equated the positive theological crisis effected by the 
birth of a child 'Iilith mental retardation and the third 
stage of growth, the involvement of the parent of the 
1 child \'iith mental retardation with other parents. 
The birth of a child 'ti'ith mental retardation is 
a critical period in the lives of the parents, as evidenced 
by a review of the literature. Other moments in the life 
of the child are also critical, traumatic and joyful. 
This paper does not examine the growing-up years, the 
school years, where the person with mental retardation 
strives toward his or her potential lvith joy and sorrm'l 
nor discuss the great love and dedication of parents and 
professio:1.:lls. They live 'tvith, play with, grow \vith, enjoy 
1 Boyd, "The Three Stages in the Grmvt.h of a Parent 
of a Hentally Retarded Child," p. 611. 
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life with, and suffer ups and downs with the unique 
individual who has a name, a personality, and a develop-
mental disability called mental retardation. The author 
recognizes the importance of these experiences and suggests 
to the reader that they be kept in focus as the following 
sections of this paper consider other critical and traumatic 
periods in the life of the child who has mental retarda-
tion. One of these, terminal illness or pre-death, will 
be discussed in the following section of this paper. 
Pre-Death 
Each person with a developmental disability such 
as mental retardation, comes to his or her death in a 
different way, just like other personse Some persons 
with mental retardation die at birth or soon thereafter; 
some after the first years of life; some in the teenage 
years; some in their young adult life; some in the middle 
years and some after a long life. Some have been critically 
ill all their lives, short or long. Some have a heart 
defect and, even though they live a very active life, they 
are never far away from death. Some develop an infection 
such as pneumonia and die after a short illness. Others 
die after an accident or severe injury. Others die peace-
fully after a long life. It is no exaggeration to say 
that death comes in as individualistic a manner as the 
individual herself or himself. 
,.'·-,·· 
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Hmvever death can be classified into three time 
frames: {a) death expected after a long life; (b) sudden 
and unexpected death lvith little or no illness; (c) death 
after a chronic or e::-.--tended illness. Each of these death 
sequences will cause different reactions in those who are 
living. \lith regard to the first sequence, the parents 
of the person lvith mental retardation may have already 
died, and those who visit or mourn are brothers or sisters. 
In the second, the reactions are shock, disbelief and nwnb-
ness. The reactions too, and impact of, ·the third are 
many and varied. The experience identified as pre-death 
is more evident here and this paper lvill review the 
literature regarding crisis and adaptation in the families 
of children with fatal, malignant or chronic illnesses. 
The impact of death on normal family life has been 
abundantly discussed in the literature. l\luch of present-
day knowledge of the family's reactions to death and pre-
death has been derived from studies involving some pro-
gressive illness in the child such as leukemia. Fried~an 
proposed that mourning \vas less intense if prepared for 
during the slou process of dying from chronic illness.1 
Yudkin disagrees. 
1stanford B. Friedman, 11 Behavioral Observations 





Pcrh.::ps \Je are more 2ble to help the parents of a 
child Hho has been killed in an accident than those of 
a child 1rho is dying of an illness: the first is some-
one else's responsibility; death from disease we think 
of as ours. 1 
The literature indicates that most of the parents 
\vho are faced \'lith chronic sorrmv or terminal illness 
lvill, prior to the death, prepare for the inevitable loss 
by lvhat the authors call 11 anticipatory mourning. 11 
Gourevitch describes it as follmvs: 
as: 
\'lhile still alive, the child is subjected to a 
progressive withdrawal of cathexis, a detachment that 
takes the guise of philosophic resignation. This is 
associated with denial, a defense mechanism that appears 
in the form of stubborn hope, often incompatibly linked 
with a clear knowledf.;e of prognosis, accepted at the 
conscious level.2 
Futterman and Hoffman defined anticipatory mourning 
A set of processes that are directly related to 
the aHareness of the impending loss, to its emotional 
impact and to the adaptive mechanisms '"'hereby emotional 3 
attachment to the dying child is relinquished over time. 
1 stephen Yudkin, 11 Children and Death,n Lancet 
(January 1967):38. 
2Hichel Gourevitch, 11 A Survey of Family Reactions to 
Disease and Death in a Family Member," in The Child in His 
Family, Vol. 2 The Impact of Disease and Death, ed. E. Ja.Jies 
Anthony (New York: Jolm 'diley and Sons, 1973), p. 25. 
'2 . 
'"'Ed\vard H. Futterman and Ir·win Hoffman, 11 Cri.sis and 
Adaptation in the Families of Fatally Ill Children," in 
The Child and His Family, Vol. 2 The Imp2.ct of Disease.nnd 
· Death, ed. E. James Ant;h.ony (Ne\'V York:. John Wiley and 
Sons, 1973), p. 130. 
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They identify five inten-.roven, evolving and inter-
dependent processes in anticipatory mourning. They are: 
{1) acknowlcc1.[;t:1Cnt; (2) grieving; (3) reconciliation; {4) 
detacJ:u:tent.; an C.. ( 5) memorialization. These are described 
by the authors: 
Acknm-;lec.\:,nment • • • entails the progressive realiza-
tion by the parents that the child's death is inevitable. 
It involves the continual struggle betw·een hope and des-
pair \dth progressive deepening of parental m.r2.reness and 
narrowing of hope. 
Grieving • • • includes the experience and expression 
of the emotional impact of the expected loss along \"lith 
the physical, psychological and interpersonal turmoil 
associated '"ith it. Initial undifferentiated reactions 
gradually give way to more stable and controlled patterns. 
• • • Grieving fluctuates with life contingencies and 
with the course of the illness, but gradually rnellm1s in 
quality and diminishes in intensity. 
Reconciliation • • • refers to the process of develop-
ing a perspective about t.he child's anticipated death, 
l'lhich preserves the parents r sense of confidence in the 
lwrth of the child's life and of life in general. Among 
the adaptive responses included in reconciliation are 
redefining t,he implications of the child's death, seeking 
consolation from the past or present life of the child 
and counting blessings. 
Detachment ••• denotes the process by l1hich parents 
withdrm., emotional investment from the child as a grm'ling 
being with a real future. • • • The timing of de·tachment 
is related to the parent t s evolving concepts of the child's 
life e::-;:pectancy. 
Hemorialization • • • is the process \vhereby parents 
develop a relatively fixed mental representation of the 
dying child ;·1hich ¥;ill endure beyond his death. This 
process includes progressive abstraction by which parents 
increasingly think of the child in global terms rather 
than in relation to specific behaviors and progressive 
idealization {euolog-ization). Idealization sometimes takes 
the extreme form of enshrinement whereby the child is 1 
conceived of as possessing other-Horldly characterist1cs. 
1 Ih. , 
~c..' P• 131. 
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Chodoff, Friedman ::md Har.1burr: described the adapta-
tional behaviors of forty-six parents of tl·:enty-seven chil-
dren under treatment for leukenia or other malignant diseases. 
They mentioned the phenomenon of anticipatory mourning and 
reported that: 
The process of anticipatory mourning can be seen 
very clearly in the parents of leukemic children, 
especially if the child's illness lasts for at least 
three to four months. Its development is closely con-
nected ld th the change from a purely intellectual to 
an emotional acceptance of the fatal nature of the child's 
disease and with a gradual curtailment and constriction 
of hope. As grief appeared, the parents displayed the 
usual somatic signs and became preoccupied with thoughts 
of the ill child. As time passed, however, there •vas a 
gradual detachment of investment from the child,-who 
became less a real object than, in a sense, already a 
memory l'ihile still alive, leading to an attitude of 
philosophical resignation \'lhich enabled the parents to 
react to the actual terminal phase and death in a ~:1uch 
more muted fashion than if death had ocrurred without 
this kind of preliminary mourning work. 
Do the parents of the child \'lith mental retardation, 
who is terminally ill, e:A-perience anticipatory mourning'? 
There is no specific reference to it in the literature. 
HoHever, in an article on the family of the dying child, 
E.::~.sson mentions the mourning reaction, and does not specify 
the condition of the child. 2 So it would seem that if the 
child is dying, retarded or not., the parents \muld experience 
1 Paul Ch.odoff, Stanford B. Friedman, and David A. Ham-
burg, trStress, Defences and Coping Behavior: Observations in 
Parents of Children v1ith .Halignant Disease, 11 .tunerican Journal 
of Psychiatry 120 (February 1964):747-748. 
2William M. Easson, liThe Family of the Dying Child," 
Pediatric Clinics of North .America 19 (November 1972): 1157-
ll s. 
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anticipatory mourning. He describes the mournin~ reaction 
1 
as, "the special reaction to approaching death." He con-
siders it under three headings: (a) sadness; (b) anger; 
(c) reinvest~ent. 
The sadness of mourning is the sadness of loss. A 
feeling of emptiness. A sense of loneliness. The sad-
ness of mourning is the sadness for that child, >vho is 
going to die and the sadness for those of us who still 
live but die eventually. • • • In western culture, 
mourning anger is usually not understood or tolerated, 
but nevertheless anger is always present. If the dying 
child has been meaningful in any way to this family, they 
have now to readjust their lives and they have reason to 
be angry at this readjustment. If they have cared for 
him, they will miss the happiness he has brought.and 
they have a right to be angry now that he is leaving 
them. If they have rejected this child, his approaching 
death is disturbing them just one more tiDe and they 
have a cause to be angry. If these parents had any hopes 
for their child, these hopes are no>v dying with the child 
and they ~vill feel anger. If they had any dreams :::.bout 
their child's future, these dreams are fading and the 
parents feel understandable resentment •••• 
During normal mourning process the mourners.gradually 
withdra'v their emotional investment in the person who 
is dying and reinvest their energy in the world that w·ill 
live on. This process of emotional reinvestment is usually 
gradual and occurs over several months, but where the 
emotional bonds have been minimal, the family wit-hd,rawal 
can be sudden and very complete. \'/hen the ties between 
the child and his family have been fraught with pain, 
anxiety and anger, these relationships are more readily 
ended and the family finds it easier to reinvest else-
where.2 
The author also stresses the point that if the child 
is_very young, or has been sick from birth or from early 
infancy, or if repeated or chronic illness have kept the 
1 Ibid., p. 1160. 
2Ibid., pp. 1160-1161. 
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child mvay from home, 11 the mourning family may helve sep<:~rated 
emotionally from him long before his last illness so that 
they have very little interest in him even though he is now 
finally dying. 111 
This would seen to have special meaning for the parents 
of a child t"!ith severe or profound mental retardation, who 
has been chronically ill since birth and has been placed in 
a special care center. 
Hansen indicated that the mourning process begins 
2 
·with the pronounceoent of the fa tal disease. This viet·I-
point reflects that of other authors cited in this paper ·who 
indicated that the parents go through a mourning process at 
the birth of a child lvith oental retardation. The same 
question can be asked that Hansen asks: rrif 'l'.'e accept 
approxioately one year as usual for the lwrk of mourning, 
what then occurs '\vhen the mourning •·:ori( has been partially 
satisfied and the nourned one yet survivcs?rr3 
1 Ibid., p. 1162. 
2 IIm·:ard Hansen, IIDiscussion-To Jimmy. A Clinical Case 
P;:-esentation of a Child. ~·lith a Fatal Illness, 11 in The Child 
in His Fanily, Vol. 2 J'he Imnact of Disease and Death, ed, 
E. James Anthony (Nmv York: John ':'Iiley and Sons, 1973), pp. 
185-187. 
3Ibid.' p. 186. 
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The author briefly ans;·:ers his 0\i!l c1ucstion: 
Ar.tbivalence results, anG. thaJc anbivalence seems 
reasonably \•rell substantiated in the reactions of family 
members in the case _presented. Dec<1thexis [cleconcentra-
tion of the amount of desire] of the loved object occurs 
gradually \ihether the loss is relati vc or in fact. This 
fac·tor conplicates the clinical course and management of 
fatal illness of un~redictable clurat;ion.l 
Easson also seens to ans1.·1er the sane question when 
he states: 
Dying is often a longer process nm·r. Heclical and 
surgical procedures are more successful and the younger 
patients linger on. The doctor and the nurse can slow 
or arrest the illness process, but they may not be able 
to delay the process of mourning. Very often the treatment 
team has to deal •vith dying children and mourning family, 
,.,here the family reinvests elseHhere before the child is 
actually dead. Physically the child continues to live; 
but emotionally he is dead to his family--a living death. 
During the ·whole treatment process the cloc·tor must "tWrk 
'vith the child's family to naintain their involvement 
1"lith the child. He should be m·rare when the family mem-
bers are loosening their emotional ties. He may then 
1.·lish to encourage the treatment team to move closer to 
the child to take the pl2cc of a family that has mourned 
and reinvested too soon. 
The second phenomenon that takes place during the 
pre-death period is called 11maintenance of confidence. 11 It 
is defined by Futterman and Hoffman as, 11 The set of process~s 
which facilitates parent;s' sense of worth, trust and mastery 
,., 
in the face of potential guild, rage and helplessness .. ''" 
2Easson, liThe Fanily of ·the Dying Child, 11 p. 1162. 
3Futterman and. Hoffman, 11 Crisis and Adc:rpt.:1t,ion in 
}'w-;1ilies of Fatally Ill Children, 11 p. 132. 
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'.2hcse procesr:>cs, according to the authors, evolve and inter-
2.ct throu0hout ·the course of ·the illness and after the death 
of the child. They are: (1) mastery operations; (a) search, 
(b) par~icipating in care; (2) maintenance of equilibriun; 
(3) affirmation of life; (4) reorganization. The authors 
felt that uhen a chronic disease such as leukemia takes hold 
of a child: 
!-lost parents do everything possible to master the 
disease. During the child's illness, the mastery opera-
tions arc buttressed by hope for prolongation of life 
and for total cure. After his death, activities may 
broaden to encompass afflictions in others uithin and 
beyond the family. Included in mastery operations are 
search. for knmvledge and resources and participation in 
the medical care of the child.l 
Host parents strive to prolong life until the last 
moment. On the other hand, the parents' longing to be 
relieved of their burdens and their wish to see their 
child spared from further suffering make caring fot> hi:m 
particularly conflict-ridden tmvard the end. 1Vhen asked 
hm·1 she felt when her child cried in pain, one mother 
admitted, 11I would just like to take a shotgun and get 
i"t; over wi-th. n2 
'I'he authors discuss maintenance of equilibrium in 
terms of keeping to familiar routines, continuation of usual 
patterns of family behavior and of reaching out for emotional 
support. They also discuss it in terms of regulating ex-
pression of feelings. 
1 Ibid., P• 132. 
2Ibid., p. 136. 
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Ue found that feelings, in gcner::ll, lvere monitored, 
regula ted and modified by ·the p<lrenLs in the service of 
maintaining equilibrium.. Erecting a facade of calm 
:::tcceptance l-ms used for concealing an.:,nuish, protecting 
others, protecting themselves and preserving functioning. 
Parents usually avoided crying in front of children, 
minimized displaying anxiety in the presence of neighbors 
and relatives, shielded the physician from their rage1 and 
underplayed their fears and doubts before each other. 
The authors make an important point, lvhich could serve 
as a guideline for all who are working with parents who have 
a child who is chronically ill. 
In our e>..'Perience, parents often found that f_arn.ily 
members and helping professionals, such as ministers, 
nurses and mental health workers, \vere more likely to 
advocate either unrelenting cheerful hope for survival 
or resigned acceptance of the child's anticipated death 
than to recognize the legitimacy of the parents' rage2 
and grief and to foster expression of these feelings. 
The third process in the maintenance of confidence, 
the affirmation of life is manifested: 
•• • in.the prevalent devotion by parents to making the 
most of the child's life in the face of full acknowledg-
ment of his fatal prognosis • • • • Much of their affirma-
tion took the form of counting their blessings whereby 
they asserted that the emotional investment in living liaS 
worth the risks, despite the loss they \vere enduring. 3 
The fourth process, reorganization: 
• entails a revision of values, goals, and philosophy 
of life in the light of the siclmess and dea·th of the child. 
1 Ibid., pp. 137-138. 
2Ibid., p. 133. 
3r.:dd .. , p. 139. 
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• • • involves a ch.::mgc in orientation tm-.r.:trd time. 
P.:trents developed .:t heightened sense of ir.m1ediacy and 
tendency to savor the present during the course of the 
child's illness and dying, Hhich frequently persisted 
after his death.l 
The authors in the conclusion of their study indicate 
that a maladaptive outcome 'i·Jas qui·tc rare for the parents in 
the study. They make a statement which has great consequence 
especially when applied to the parents of the child 'tV'ith men-
·tal retardation: 
Those Hho were able to accomplish the task ofantici-
patory mourning were also able to deal with the dilem1nas 
related to the threat to their sense of mastery, worth 
and trust and to maintain confidence during the child's 
illness and after his death. To the degree that reorgani-
zation occurred parents responded to the crisis not only 
. 't·lith adaptive measures which maintained equilibrium or 
restored coping and defensive operations, but also with 
liberation of latent potentialities resu.lting in further 
maturation and new adaptive capacities. 2 
This paper has discussed anticipatory mourning and 
maintenance of confidence as described in the literature 
regarding pre-death. Those parents \'/hose child has multiple 
defects and complications at birth, or who are faced 't1ith 
very serious medical complications later in life, face other 
concerns such as 't·rhethcr to perforin surgery, or whether the 
person be allmred to live or die. Duff and Campbell outlined 
the problem and dilenr:1a involved. 
1Ib. d 1 ., pp. 140-141. 
') 
""'Ibid., p. 142. 
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Of 299 consecutive deaths occurring in a special-
care nursery, forty-three (14 j)Crcent) were rela·ted to 
uithholding ·treatment. In this group '"ere fifteen \'lith 
multiple anoiaalies, eight 'dth trisomy, eight with cardio-
pulmonary disease, seven uith. meningomyelocele, three uith 
other central nervous system disorders and t\10 \'lith short-
bm'lel r.yndrome. After c<:1reful consider<:1tion of each of 
these forty-three infants, parents and physicians in a 
group decision, concluded that prognosis ·for nc<:1ningful 
life Has extremely poor or hopeless, and therefore reject-
ed further treatment. The mvesome finality of these 
decisions combined with a potential for error in prognosis 
made the choice agonizing for families and health pro-
fessionals. Nevertheless the issue has to be faced, for 
not to decide is an arbitrary and potentially devasting 
decision of default.l 
A recent study by Todres et al., regarding pediatri-
cians' attitudes affecting decision making about defective 
newborns; found that pediatricians vieu the parcnt.as the 
2 final decision maker. The majority supported the right of 
the parents to '\V'ithholcl consent for the performance of 
surgery: 
This vie''~ is supported by a recent 1'/orld Health 
Organization report concerning ne1.·:borns '"lith congenital 
defects. 11 • • • it is suggested as a general rule that· 
the decision should be that of the parents, the role of 
physician being to explain to them as accurately as possible 
the consequences of the available options.n This HHO 
recommendation and our results appear to recognize the 
responsibility and authority of family members to make 
health-related decisions on their behalf.3 
1Raymond S. Duff and A.G.H. C.:u-npbell, 11I·loral and Ethical 
Dilemmas in the Special-Care lTursery, 11 The 1Im1 En;..;land Journal 
of ~·:edicine 289 (October 1973): 890. 
2David Tod.res, Diane Krane, Hary C. Hm·;ell and Daniel c. 
Shannon, 11 Pcdiatricians 1 Attitudes Affecting Dccision-Haking 
in Defective Nc'tt-Dorns, If Pediatrics 60 (AuG;'Lts·t 1977) :197-201. 
3Th- 1 ')01 J..a., p. '"' -'-• 
''.·· ,., .. 
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lim,: c~n the po.rents cor.1e to a decision that they can 
live 't'lit:.h? The rcaclcr is referred to a cor.1prchensivc l'lorlc 
by YJcbcr on the subj oct. 1 He preson·ts ;:md discusses the 
posit:.ions taken by four \·:ell Imm·m eJchicists: David Smith, 
Joseph Pletcher, :'iarren Reich and Richard }kCormicl:: on the 
questions of if and uhcn there is legit:.inatc reason not to 
\·Iork for the survival of the severely h~ndicappcd infant. 
S.mith2 beli.cves that withholding treatment is- \rrong, unless 
it can be arGued that the action is necessary to protect 
personal life of at least one specifiable other or the 
infant cannot receive care in any other form. 
Fletcher is cited as arguing -a very different posi-
t . 3 lOll. He insists that at tir:ws it is proper to bring about 
the death of a child with severe retardation, and that no 
other course of action could be considered responsible in some 
. circumstances. lie argues that:. some lives are not as human or 
as valuable as others. He proposes that infants 'Who will 
never be capable of truly human functions, are not truly 
human and it is not killing a hum.::m person to kill them. 
1Lconard J. ';'Ieber, ~·n-10 Shall Live (NOh' York: Paulist 
Press, 1976), pp. 7-133. 
2 Dnvid Smith, cited by Leonard J. Ueber, Hho ShaJ_l 
-Live, P• 61. 
3J , 1~, _,_ 1 ose:).l · ~CvCllCr, cited by Leonnrd J. 'deber, ~lho 
Shall Live, p~. 63-65. 
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Reich takes the position that there is, in some 
cases, a moral difference between withholding treatment 
(even though the baby dies as a result) anu directly 
killing. 1 Letting die may be proper at times. 
HcCormick is quoted as proposing that: 
The guideline is the potential for human relation-
ships associated with the infant's condition. If that 
potential is simply non-existent or would be utterly 
submerged and underdeveloped in the mere struggle to 
survive, that life has achieved its potential. There 
are those who will want to continue to say that some 
terribly deformed infants may be allowed tq die pecause 
no extraordinary means need be used. Fair enough. But 
they should realize that the term extraordinary has been 
so relativized to the condition of the patient that it 
is this condition that is decisive. Themeans are extra-2 
ordinary because the infant's condition is extraordina~y. 
\'Ieber himself proposes that- the parents are to make 
the final decision, keeping in mind the follm'ling guidelines 
which he gives: 
Every handicapped child should be treated unless: 
(1) The treatment is not likely to be successful, that is, 
the child is not expected to live for more than a 
few months even \vith the best of treatment. 
(2) The treatment imposes an excessive burden on the 
child. For example, he can expect a very long period 
of intensive fighting for life or the treatment it-
self results in a severe and permanent handicap. 
(3) The treatment imposes an excessive burden on the 
family. Such. \VOUld be the case if treatment placed 
the cootinued existence of the family as a func-
tioning unit in very serious jeopardy.3 
1~'/arren Reich, cited by Leonard J. Weber, \w'ho Shall 
Live, pp. 66--67. 
2Richard :HcCormick, cited by Leonard J. Heber, Who 
Shall Live, p. 69. 
3weher, 1-'Jho Shall Live, pp. 97-98. 
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The parents can base their decision on ·the sanctity 
of life, or the quality of life of their child. They can 
turn off, or turn on, the extraordinary means of care ·that 
keep their child alive. They can request Ol' deny the surgi-
cal treatment that may or may not benefit the child or the 
family. nut whatever they do' their decision \'lill be in-
fluenced by their attitude about the next stage of the ill 
personrs life--death. 
Before discussing the next phase, attitudes to and 
the meaning and consequences of death, a pastoral area 
>·.rill be considered. That is the anointing of the sick. 
Anointing of the Sick 
Article 73 of the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy 
states: 
Extreme Unction, \'>'hich may also and more fittingly 
be called Anointing of the Sick, is not a sacrament for 
those only at the point of death. Hence, as soon as any 
one of the faithful begins to be in danger of death £rom 
sickness or old age, the fitting time for him to receive 
this sacrament has already arrived.l 
In the fifth chapter of the Letter of James, he tells 
the Chris·tians, 11Is there anyone sick among you? He should 
ask for the presbyters of the church. They in turn are to 
111 The Constitu·tion on the Sacred Liturgy," in Vatican 
Council II. 'fhe Conciliar and Post Conciliar l)ocuments, ed. 
Austin Flannery (Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical 
Press, 1975), p. 22. 
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to pray over him, anoint.ing him v:ith oil in the Name of 
1 the Lord." 
Should the person wii.:.h mental retardation who is 
very young or has severe or profound mental retardation 
receive the Sacrament of the Anointing of the Sick? . The 
answer is conJcained in a simple pastoral guideline pro-
posed by Schmitz and Tierney: 
A sick child may be anointed, providing the child 
has sufficient use of reason to be comforted and up-
lifted by the sacrament. However, any ch~ld uho is 
dangerously ill should always be anointed. 
Conhceney reviewed the history and advantages of this 
sacrament for persons l'lith mental retardation. 3 She pro-
posed that the administration of the sacrament of the 
Anointing of the Sick be available to persons w·ith mental 
retardation in the context of the ministry of Jesus who 
presented the Good News for all persons. 
Rahner explained what the Sacrament of the Sick 
means for the Christian • 
• • • in virtue of this sacrament, man will endure this 
situation of life in a Christian manner, either because 
the sacrament restores his bodily health, or because it 
1James 5:14 (NAB). 
2Waltcr J. Schmitz and Terence E. Tierney, Liturgiko_£ 
(Huntington, Indiana: Our Sunday Visitor, 1977), p. 148. 
3Noreen H. Conheeney, "The Value of the Sacrament 
of the Sick for Mentally Retarded Persons, 11 (l·IA Research 
Paper, Cardinal Stritch College, Milwaukee, 1979), pp. 1-31. 
,-·-: 
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enables him to accept his mortal illness in a Christian 
manner and hence to die in the Lord. • • • this sacra-
ment thus receives the character of a consecration to 
deat.h. It becomes the visible manifestation of the 
fact that the Christian, confirmed by his anointment in 
the Lord, in virtue of his grace, faces the last trial 
of his life, performs its last act, his own death, in 
companionship with the Lord.l 
The literature on pre-death has been revie,ied. It 
has dealt with anticipatory mourning and with maintenance of 
confidence as part of the reactions and feelings of the 
parents and family of the ill person. The question of 
surgery and whether to allow the child with severe anomalies 
to die were discussed. The Sacrament of the Sick, its 
administration and reception by the person with mental retar-. 
dation, was examined. 
In the following section a review of the literature 
in regard to attitudes toward death and the meaning of death 
from a secular and religious viewpoint liill be attempted. 
Death of the Person \iith Mental Retardation 
It would seem that this paper has made a full circle; 
the phone is heard, the doctor's voice explains to all pre-
sent, 11 I am sorry, this person is dead." 
However, since this paper is concerned with the 
death and burial of the person with mental retardation and 
the effects on the parents, it was necessary to take a close 
1 Karl Ralmer, On the Theology of Death (Neli York: 
Herder and herder, 1962), p. 86. 
_,- .. - ;,~.~·· ,.; . 
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look at the parent r s feelings .:mel react. ions <:lt the birth, 
as reported in the literature. As the reader will recall, 
they have gone through, or are still going through, the 
feelings, emotions and reactions involved in denial, anger, 
negotiation, withdrawal and acceptance or rejection of 
their child. They have gone or are going through, according 
to some authors, the process of mourning. They have exper-
ienced or are experiencing chronic sorrow or death wishes, 
following ·the C.iagnosis of profound, severe or· moderate 
mental retardation in their child, their son or daughter. 
Possibly a resulting theological crisis may have had a pro-
found effect on their lives. If their child has been 
chronically ill or had multiple defects and complications, 
the parents may be ln, or have completed, the process of 
anticipatory mourning and maintenance of confidence. If 
there had been a question of whether to operate or not the 
decision was made and nmi the question is no longer moot. 
l·Jhether parents have experienced any or all of the above 
feelings, they now are faced '·rith a reality that generates 
feelings and reactions, the reality that their son or 
daughter is dead. 
ifuether this son or daughter who had· profound, severe, 
or. moderate mental retardation, lived a long or -short life, 
Buffered much or little, died unexpectedly or after an ex-
tended terminal illness, the reality is still the same, the 
person is dead. The question for the parents, friends and 
, .... ·:..,··: 
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the reader now becomes, 11 ~111erc do 1·re r;o from here? rr The 
answer to this question may well depend on t.he attitude 
one has tm;rard death and its meaning. 
This section will therefore revlew the literature 
regarding prevalent attitudes toward death before dis-
cussing the funeral, the burial and the grief associated 
,.,-ith the death of a .family member. According to Braga and 
Braga: 
Death is a subject that is evaded, ignored and 
denied by our youth-worshipping, progress-oriented 
society. It is almost as if we have taken on death 
as just another disease to be conquered. But the fact 
is that deat.h is inevitable. \•/e all will die; it is 
only a matter of time. Death is as much a part of 
human existence, of human grm~h and development, as 
being born. It is one of the few things in life we 
can count on, that we can be assured will occur. Deat.h 
is not an enemy to be conquered or a prison to be es-
caped. It is an integral part of our lives that gives 
meaning to human existence. It sets a limit on our time 
in this life, urging us to do something productive with 
that time as long as it is ours to use. This then is 
the meaning of death, the final stage of growth. All 
that you are and all that1 you 1ve done and been is 
cluminated in your death. 
Kubler-Ross in all her works on death, and especially 
in her latest, attempts to convey two important messages 
regarding death to her readers: 
• • • De~th does not have to be a catastrophic, destruc-
tive thing; indeed, it can be viewed as one of the most 
constructive, positive, and creative elements of culture 
-------------~--------
1Jo.seph L. Draga and Laurie D. Braga, 'Toreward, t1 
t.o Death, The Final Star,;e of Grmvth, by Elisabeth ICubler-
Ross (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975), p. x. 
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and life •••• Namely, that all peo~le are basically 
alike, they all shfre the same fears and the same grief 
when death occurs. 
Later 1n her work she states: 
Death is the key to the door of life. • • • Death 
is the final stage of grol~h in this life. There is no 
total dea·th. Only the body dies. The self or spirit 
or whatever you may llish to label it, is eternal • • • • 
Death, in this context, may be viewed as the curtain 
between the existence that \'le are conscious of and the 
one hidden from us until \ve raise that curtain. 2 
Many authors have written about death and its meaning. 
Fowles gleams from the works of Heraclitus of the fifth 
century B.C. and others, some perspectives on death: 
~ve hate death for two reasons. It ends life pre-
maturely and we do not know \'lhat lies beyond it. Our 
second ha·tred of death is that it always comes too soon. 
• • • The function of death is to put tension into life~ 
and the more we increase the length and the security of 
individual existence then the more tension we remove 
from it • • • • There are two tendencies in the twentieth 
centur:y, • • • to dom~esticate death., to pretend that 
death 1s like life; the other is to look death in the 
face •••• Death is in us and out side us: beside us 
in every room, in every street, in every field, in 
every car, in every plane. • • • Being dead is nothing-
ness, not~-being •••• The more absolute death seems, 
the r.10re authentic life becomes •••• Death contains me 
as my skin contains me. • • • Because I am a man, 
death, is my wife; and nm., she has stripped, she is beauti-
ful, she wants me to strip, to be her mate.3 
1Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, Death, The Final Stage of 
Growth (Ne\V' Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1975), p. 2. 
2Ibid~, pp. 164-166. 
3John Fowles, "Human Dissatisfactions, 11 in Death, 
~rent Perspectives,. ed. Edtvin s. Slmeidman (Palo Alto_, 
California: Hayfield Publishing Co., 1976), pp. 3-5. 
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The scope of this paper could. not sufficiently 
encompass the cultural perspectives of death as presented 
in the literature. The reader is referred to Death, Current 
Perspectives for a more detailed and thorough review.1 
It suffices for the purposes of this paper to refer 
to the introduction to part one of the above mentioned work. 
2 Shneidman gives a summary of the various vie·t-~s presented. 
He refers to death as perhaps man's greatest mystery and 
source of fear. l\Ian • s thoughts about death have influenced 
his philosophies and his religions. He points·out that man 
seems to generate, in his various cultures, some kind of 
view of death or strategies for dealing with the idea of 
death. These strategies are functionally related to, or 
even functionally dependent on, the culture's religions, 
philosophies, legal and political institutions and socio-
economic conditions at a particular time. :tv!an 1 s views of 
death and beyond are expressed through a tragic hunger for 
imrnortality to a total disbelief in anything beyond the 
grave. The author sums up these ideas when he \vrites: 
Death is destroyer and redeemer; the ultimate cruelty 
and the essence of release; universally feared but some-
times actively sought; undeniably ubiquitous, yet 
1 Edtl/ard s. Shneidman, ed., Death, Current Perspectives 
(Palo Alto, California: l\Iayfield Publishing Co., 1976), pp. 
2-542. 
2Ibid., PP• 10-12. 
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incomprchensively unique; of all the phenomena, the most 1 
obvious and the least reportable, feared yet fascinating. 
l\lost of the well-knO\m religions of the \'lorld deal 
\dth death in their customs, beliefs and religious prac-
tices. Two of these religious traditions, the Jewish and 
Catholic, will be considered in the follO\ving pages. 
Reimer states, ''the Jewish way of death is different, 
just as the Je\'lish way of life is different. To capture 
it in a couple of phrases is impossible. Every summary is 
- --
a distortion. But there are certain underlying principles. 
The underlying principles stem from the realism 
of Judaism which kno\'IS that·· death is part· of each man r s 
life and that self-deception does no good. The principles 
are based on the prayers to be said when dying: 
I acknO\vledge before thee, 0 Lord my God and God 
of my Fathers, that my life and death are in thy hands. 
:f\1ay it be thy 'dill to heal me. But if death is my 
lot, then I accept it from thy hand lvith love. Hay my 
death be an atonement for l·lhatever sins and errors and 
wrongdoing I have conunitted before thee. In thy mercy 
grant me of the goodness that is waiting for the righteous, 
and bring me to eternal life. Father of the orphans, 
Protector of the widows protect my loved ones with lvhom 
my soul is bound. Into thy hands I return my spirit. 
Thou \'lilt redeem me, 0 ever faithful God, 3Hear 0 
Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one. 
1 Ibid., p. 12. 
2Jack Riemer, ed., Jewish Reflectio~ on Death (New 
York: The Jewish Publication Society of America: Schocken 
Books, 1974), P• 9. 
3Ibid., p. 10. 
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The principles are reflected in the Jewish practice 
of writing ethical wills, in which the individuals tried 
to summarize the faith they had lived by and the goals they 
wanted their children to cherish. Gordon puts it another 
The Jetdsh tradition- seasoned by centuries of 
experience in suffering and surviving, provides a net-
work of ways in tvhich to affirm life in the face of 
death. It is a tradition that contains the tdsdom tvhich 
enables us to·eA~ress our grief, to stren~~hen our 
family and community ties, to honor God, and to accept 
His will.l 
There are many Catholic authors who ·treat the sub-
ject of death in their \vorks. Rahner discusses the subject 
under three headings: (a) death as an event concerning man 
as a \·;hole; (b) death as a consequence of sin; (c) death 
as a dying with Christ. 2 
Through biological death, man achieves his final 
constitution. This death is neither the end of his 
existence, nor is it a mere passage from one form of 
existence to another • • • • Death is the beginning of 
eternity, • • • The total created reality of the world 
grmvs in and through persons having body and spirit, 
and the world is, in a certain sense, the body of those 
persons. Their death slo·wly brings the universe to 
its final stage. • • • Death thus must be both of 
these. As the end of man, who is a spiritual person, 
it is an active consummation from l'lithin brought about 
by the person himself. It is a grmV'ing up, the result 
of what man has made of himself during life, the 




1 Audrey Gordon, 11 The Psychological Wisdom of the 
in Jet·lish Reflections on Death, ed. Jack Riemer (Netv 
The Jewish Publication Society of America; Schocken 
1974), p. 103. 
2 Rahner, On the TheoloGy of Death, pp. 7-89. 
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time, death is the end of the biological life. It 
stri!ccs man with one blo1·: uhich cannot, uc rcsol ved into 
a number of partial causes; it strikes him in its 
totality, breaking him up from without. It is destruc- 1 
tion, an event overcoming man from v.rithout, unexpectedly. 
Death as a consequence of sin is explained by 
Rahner: 
Actual death becomes. a visible demonstration of the 
fissure bett'leen God and man, which cleaves man's 
being to its very essence and which \V"as opened at the 
very beginning of his spiritual history. Because man 
has lost the divine life, rooted in union with God by 
grace, his earthly existence also disintegrated. Han's 
death is the demonstration of the fact that he has fallen 
away from God.2 
Death as dying tiith Christ is expained by Rahner as: 
• • •. not only a manifestation of sin, but also a. 
revelation of our participation in the death of Christ, 
culminatingin3the appropriation of his redef.tptive death 
by mortal men. 
Boros presents the Catholic position in another 
vay t<Jhen he says: 
Death gives man the opportunity of posing his first 
completely personal act: death is therefore, by reason 
of its very being, the moment above all others for the 
a\·lakening of consciousness, for fr2edom, for the final 
decision, about his final destiny. 
libiri ...... ' pp • 37-39. 
2Ibid.' pp. 41-42. 
3Ibid.' P• 64. 
41 1· 1 n ac1s aus oros, The Mystery of Death (New York: 
The Seabury Press, 1965: A Crossroad Book, 1973), p. ix. 
Nowell tnkes the same position and elaborates on 
13oros' hypo-tl1esis of the final decision. 
At the moment of death, the human person is set 
free from all l~nitations \iliich in this life cloud our 
decisions, and is ·thus able to make the kind of choice 
toward which uc aspire, but which ;·:c are never actually 
to achieve, one unencumbered by distractions and condi-
tioning and one at the same time macle in co:-;1plete knm'l-
led[..;e of what is involved • • • • But if death repre-
sents our final and definitive encounter 'vith God, then 
it means encounter r.tith the full light of truth, and 
thus with the ability at last to decide l.n full know-
ledge of what is involved. Further it means for the 
first time a full encounter with ourselves, \'lith all 
those sides of our personality that normally remain 
hidden and are not fully and completely exposed to 
awareness even under the most searching analysis.l 
Greeley presents death in the context of a spring 
festival and the death of a Christian in the context of 
Easter. 
Easter is the Christian spring festival. It does 
not even pro vi de a new ans,·1er.; there always has been a 
strong hunch in human nature that death does not say 
the final word. \/hat the Christian spring feast adds 
is the power of its certainty that death is not ultimate. 
The resurrection of Jesus says to the Christian, and 
through him the rest of humankind, IIDream your most 
impossible dreams, fantasize your maddest fantasies, 
hope your wildest hopes, and when they all come to an 
end, Hhat the Heavenly Father has prepared for you only 
begins, for eye has not seen nor has ear heard, nor has 
it entered into the heart of man what God has prepared 
for those who love Him.n2 
This paper has discussed attitudes toward death 
from a secular and religious viewpoint v1here it is described 
1 Robert Nmvell, '\'lhat a Nodern Catholic Believes 
/.bout Death (Chicago: The Thomas ?'Iore Press, 1972), p. ~-3. 
2 Andrew Greeley, Death and Beyond (Chicago: The 
Thomas 1Iore Press, 1976), p. 20. 
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~s nothingness, non-being, man's greatest mystery and source 
of fe~r, a destroyer and a redeemer, the ultimate cruelty, 
the essence of release, a part of each person's life, ~n 
atonement for sins and errors, an event concerning m~n as 
a whole, a consequence of sin, a dying with Christ, the 
beginning of eternity, an opportunity for man to pose his 
first final and completely personal act, the moment for 
the encounter with God, the hypothesis of the final decision, 
a full encounter with self. Death is not the ultimate 
because of the resurrection of Jesus. 
But a question remains in the context of this 
paper. '\1/hat is death for a child or young person who has 
profound, severe or moderate retardation? t'Jhat does 
death mean to the parents and friends of the person who 
had mental retardation and is now dead? 
Boros, cited earlier, speaks to this subject \vhen 
he discusses infants, and it can be inferred that he would 
also mean those persons with profound, severe or moderate 
retardation. 
In the hypothesis of a final decision even infants 
would be able to make their decision in full liberty 
and knowledge at the moment of death. It must not be 
forgotten that infants >vho die before they come to the 
use of their r:tental and spiritual faculties are never-
theless creatures endowed with spirit, and they, like all 
human beings, awake in death to their full liberty and 
complete knovvledge. In death they too a~e brought face 
to face with the essential dynamism of their spirit and 
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also with the basis of i:;he world, and .i..n this confronta-
tion meet their redeemer •••• In death the infant 
enters into full possession of his or her spirituality, 
i.e., into a state of adulthood that many adults them-
selves never reach during their lifetime. The result 
of this is that no o~e dies as an infant, though he may 
leave us in infancy. 
Gregory of Nyssa, who died in 394 A.D., said basically 
the same: 
The soul that has tasted neither of virtue nor indeed 
of the evils of wickedness, inasmuch as it has no·t begun 
to encounter the disease of evil, remains without a share 
in that life which earlier we defined as the knowledge 
of God and participation in his life, but initially 
does have a share in proportion to its capacity for 
nourishment until, having been brought to maturity by 
contemplation of reality as if by some appropriate food, 
it becomes capable of the greater role, sharing abundant-
ly in ultimate reality according to its ability.2 
This se.ction has considered the major attitudes 
and meanings of death as expressed in the literature. 
The person is dead. NO\V' \'/hat? The next section will deal 
vdth the after-death, the funeral and burial. 
The Funeral of the Person ,.,ith Hental Retardation 
The previous section dealt with the death of the 
person with mental retardation and reviewed the literature 
about secular and religious attitudes to, and meaning of, 
1 Doros, The Mystery of Death, pp. 109-110. 
2Gregory of Nyssa, quoted in Robert. NoHell, What 
a Hodcrn Catholic Believes About Death (Chic<.lgo: T~ 
Thomas More Press, 1972), p. 58. 
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death. The question was posed, now \vhat? '£his section 
,-;ill review the literature about the after-death process 
to assist the reader, parents, family and friends in deal-
ing l'lith it. 
1:/hat does one do when someone dies? There are many 
procedures which hospital staff must follO\v. The reader 
is referred to the directives and procedures follmV'ed 
a~ Pacific State Hospital and Development Center contained 
in Appendix A of this paper. They are detailed and cover 
the duties of the doctor, nurse, program director, social 
worker, chaplain and others at the death of a resident/ 
patient who has mental retardation. 
If the family has not been present at the death, 
or if the death \vas sudden, how does the person who must 
break the ne\vS best help the family accept the death? 
Kubler-Ross anS\'lers this question: 
You cannot help a family to accept death at the 
moment you give the bad ne\'lS. All you can do is stay 
,,rith the family, allow them to cry on your shoulder, to 
question God, and, if necessary, be angry at God or at 
the hospital staff \dthout your trying to put the brakes 
on, and ,.,rithout discouraging them flom using angry 
and not ah·,rays comfortable language. . 
The author goes on to say that the family will go 
through the five stages that the dying patient goes through. 
These are, as has been mentioned previously in this paper, 
a stage of shock and denial, follmved often by t~remenclous 
1Elisabeth Kubler-Ross, Questions and Ans,·:ers on 
Death and Dying (New York: Hacmillan Co., 1974, Nacmillan 
'Paperbacks, 1977), p. 140. 
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anger, a brief period of bargaining and a prolonged stage 
of depression and, hopefully, accept:-ance. l'lhen dealing 
l·Jith family after de.:J.th has occurred, Kubler-Ross 
states: 
Once the patient dies, I find it cruel and inappro-
priate to speak of the love of God. 'Vhen we lose some-
one, especially Hhen we have little if any time to pre-
pare ourselves, we are enraged, angry, in despair; 
we should be allm1ed to express these feelings. 1'he 
family members are often left alone. • • • Bitter, angry, 
or just numb, they [are] unable to face the brutal 
reality. The first few days may be filled with busy-
work, uith arrangements and visiting relatives" The 
void and emptiness is felt after the funeral, after 
the departure of the relatives. It is at this time that 
family members feel most grateful to have someone to talk 
to •••• This helps the relative over the shock and the 
initial grief and prepares him for a gradual acceptance.1 
A.s was previously discussed in this paper, Ogg 
also mentions that t,here are distinct phases in normal 
bereavement, which lasts longer for some people than for 
others and \'lhich may overlap. They are: 
Shock and numbness; disbelief and illusions; .a time of 
inner conflict; the burden of guilt; feelings of anger; 
aloneness; expressing grief • • • delayed, inhibited 
and chronic grief are three kinds of eA~reme reactions 
that seriously hamper '!.-mrking through grief, to a stage 
of acceptance and reintcgration.2 
Hourners go through the syndrome of bereavement. 
Lindemann indicates that normal grief includes waves of 
somatic distress lasting from twenty minutes to an hour; 
1 Kubler-Ross, On Dcc:1.th and :Jyim~, p. 177. 
') 
""'Ogc, 1.\ Death 1n the Family, pp. 2-7. 
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a tightness in the thro:xt; frequent crying and sighing; 
a feeling of empt-;iness, \·:eakncss and tension; a sense of 
heaviness, fatigue and a lack of appetite; a preoccupation 
\·lith death and the deceased; a distance from and a loss of 
\varmth for other people, including a tendency t".o respond 
\'lith irritation and anger, and to handle others in a stiff 
formal manner; much talking about the deceased; a realiza-
tion that a large part of the person's customary activity 
was done in some meaningful relationship to the deceased and 
't h 1 t •t . "f" 1 no,., ~- as os ~ s s~gn~ J..cance. Significantly Lindemann 
found that if the mourner lets himself or herself experience 
the grief s/he can deal emotionally with the experience of 
loss in four to six weeks. 
The after-death process moves through what Ober-shav1 
calls the "funeralization process, which encompasses all 
the activities from the time a death occurs until the 
family and friends have completed their help and supporting 
tasks and return to their daily lives. 112 He indicates 
that funerals, which have been around for over 60,000 years, 
have a strong social value, bringing together families, 
groups and entire nations to assist in the resolution of 
1Erich Lindemann, 11 Symtomatology and Hanager.ient of 
Acute Grief, 11 AL1erican Journal of Psychiatry 101 {September 
1944):141-148. 
2Richard J. Obershaw, Death, Dyin(..>:, Grief .:-md 
Funerals (r.:inneapolis, Hinnesota: Grief Cen·ter, 1882 Hayes, 
Minn. 55418, 1976), pp. 3-30. 
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crief and the re-examination of social positions. He out-
lines the segments of the funeralization process: (1) 
t.he initial notification of death; ( 2) the counseling 
session with the funeral director; { 3) the conununity 
not,ification of death; (4) the public visitation and 
viewing of the body; (5) Church service; (6) processional 
.Jco the final place of disposition; {7) conunittal service; 
(8) post-funeral activities. 
This paper lvill not involve itself l'lith lvhat 
constit~utes each se&;'ment. The reader is referred to this 
brief vrork for more details. 
One reference \·ms found in the literature to the 
funeralization process after the death of a person with 
nental retardation. Because of its rarity and value it 
"1'!ill be quoted at length. Nichols and Nichols preface 
their account of the funeral of a one year old boy who 
had Dmm' s syndrome, by asking: 
Are needs met by avoidance or by spectatorship 
which permits denial? Or by hiring a functionary to 
do it all? Are needs really fulfilled by protecting 
from pain? Our choice isn 1t to avoid pain; our choice 
is only to permit pain to be experienced fast and hard 
or ·to be experienced slow and hard; that is our only 
choice.l 
1Roy Nichols and Jane Nichols, 11 Funerals: A Time 
for Grief and Grovrch, 11 in Death: The Final Sta:~e of 
Grmvth, · ed. Elisabet~1 Kubler-Ross (Nel"l Jersey:· .. Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1975), p. 94. 
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TI1ey then describe the funer~l ~nd buri~l: 
Keith, a mongoloid [Dmm' s syndrone J child, died in 
his parents' car while they were returning from a week 
long vacation. Keith had caught <J. cold there and after 
consulting >vith their pediatrician, they started home. 
A swift invasion of pneumonia caused death to slam into 
Sue and Rob t s lives totally unexpectedly. 
Our first meeting >·;ith Sue and Rob \·:as for six hours 
while ue listened to the purging of emotion; heard of 
the difficulties >'lith police and physicians ••• '\·lho had 
investigatccl Keith • s death; heard of the hostile re-
actions of wanting Keith to die >-:hen he was born fifty-
three weeks ago (who wants a mongoloid child?); heard 
how they had counselled for months and studied mongo-
lism and had grown to deeply cherish their Keith hm'l 
they were preparing to structure their home and marriage 
to raise a retardate. Then baby Keith died. Hm" in-
sulting! The guilt, the pain, the shame. To have wanted 
his death, to have learned hm., to live, then to be faced 
with his death. 
Rob and Sue asked for an intense level of involve-
ment. Sue >tas over seven months pregnant. Fetus T>vo 
would soon be in their lives and Fetus One was suddenly 
dead~ Sue and Rob had about six weeks to resolve their 
grief and get ready to love Fetus Two. Rob's profes-
sional job of managing a group of computer programmers 
necessitated his clear thinking, his ability to handle 
not only people, but also to keep volumes of da·ta and 
information orderly. Rob could not afford to trip over 
suppressed emotions and feelings >vhile running the 
office. Rob and Sue decided to unload the pain fast 
and hard. 
The ninister was especially selected for the speci-
fic task because he had a talent for speaking to the hurt. 
Rob and Sue made, for the funeral, a tape recording of 
personally meaningful folk music from their private 
collection of records. They chose to spend a '\\thole 
morning \lith Keith•s body--alone, before other people 
came. \·Tnat they said, what they did, why they did it, 
only they and God and Keith knmv. But it helped. On 
the day of the funeral, after a very specific and skilled 
message by the minister, Rob and Sue closed Keith's little 
casket and held it in their laps as about forty frit.mds 
went lvith them to the cemetery. They wanted .honest.y 
and realism so the grave was not concealed by artif.:"icial 
grass and the pile of dirt was not hidden. Rob and Sue, 
on their knees at the grave slowly, spontaneously, Hith-
out any prior intent, placed Keith's body and casket 
into the grave and carefully began to pull dirt into 
·the grave. The astute minister only said, 11 T thin!,: the 
kids need some help. 11 Forty friends passed along the dirt, 
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handful by handful, Hi-th no sho·vels, until the grave 
was filled. Then with dirt-caked hands, t~lCY heard 
the minister interpret to them what they had done, why 
they had done it, and what it meant to them. 
In four days, Rob and Sue had reached closure ·with 
Keith's sudden death. They continue to affirm the 
value of their choice to take the pain hard and fasi.-:.. 
They purposefully continue to deal with emotions (it 
has been three months now) about Keith's life and 
death. Rob affirms that he is able to function lvell at 
work, free of the encumbrance of pent-up and repressed 
feelings. 
• • • In death and in grief we do not need as much 
protection from painful experiences as we need the bold-
ness to face them. • • • If lie choose to love, we must 
also have the courage to grieve •••• \"lhat a blessing 
to take the time to integrate loss into our_ lives. so 
that when a love is lost our capacity to love is not 
lost also. From our grief can come growth.l 
Speaking about parents' need to feel they have 
fulfilled their responsibility, Perske mentions the funeral 
of a person l-vith mental retardation .. 
One of the chaplains at our institution conducted 
the funeral service of a ten year old severely retarded 
child 1·1ho lived on one of the ·wards. After the funeral, 
the parents had their final conversation l..rit~h the chaplain. 
'£hey felt the need to review the whole situation of 
their child from the time of his birth, early develop~ent, 
institutionalization, and the illness that caused his 
death. In the course of the conversation, the father 
said, !!Chaplain, there's a lot of things 1·1e don 1 t under-
s·tand about Hike. And 1·re never \'!ill. Dui.-:., now that 
it 1 s all over, I don 1t feel too bad. God kno·ws we did 
everything we humanly could for Hike.n2 
The details of the funeral rite or practices lvill 
be clifferen·t for different people or places. The scope of 
this paper could not properly describe funeral rites the 
lr, . , ulc .... , 
") 
"DC!"' '='1·c 
.L ••. :n·... ' 
F.::uilies of the 
pp. 94-96. 
11 The Pastoral Care and Counseling of 
I :cntally R.ctardcd, 11 p. 26. 
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uorld over. The reader is referred to II.::tbenstein <J.nd 
L r 1 tl . . t 1 .:1ncrs wor "- on 1c SUDJ ec-. The <J.uthors indicate that 
there is a belief in spirits or souls in perhaps every cul-
ture, but the beliefs about such souls are diverse, con-
tradictory or confused. Some think there are four or a great 
many souls, others that there is just one. The soul is 
often vieued literally and is expected to escape through 
a hold in the roof, the pore of a hoir or through a strau. 
Spirits or souls are said to rule the l'lorld, haunt the 
living, or go to a good or bad 't'lOrld. Funeral practices 
depend largely on these religious beliefs and on cultural 
practices. Hourning behavior may be absent or violent 
among different cuVcures.. Hm;revcr most of. the rituals 
and beliefs, however barbaric they may seem, that are found 
in other cultures are found also in Chris·tian funeral prac-
tices. 
One practice, that has significance for this_poper, 
and is regarded by some to be a part of the funeral, is the 
pract,ice of the vim-ling of the body. 
Kubler-I~oss feels that it is necessary only: 
• • • if the fillllily has not been prepared for the death 
of their relative, as in the case of a sudden une;~pected 
death. In this circumstance it is important that ~che 
1Robcrt Habenstein and \lillian Lamers, 




family can view the 
face the reality of 
if there has been a 
viewing of the body 
body before the funeral in order to 
the beloved one t s death. Otherl'lise, 
prolonged illness, 1 r£Gard the 
an unnecessary ritual. 
Baird echoes the same sentiments, 
Des/ite the trade t s justificz.tion for vie>·ring the 
body as a form of grief therapy, one finclli evidence 
supporting it to be highly elusive. ?·1y m·m reaction 
to the painted restoration of my grandmother was that 
I thought it obscene, and this sentiment is mirrored by 
all I have spoken to. Jessica Jl'litford obtained similar 
reaGtions and, despite impressive .research, found no 
psychiatric opinion that viewing the corpse contributed 
in any t'lay to grief therapy. The North i'i..merican continent· 
is apparently the only 2place in the \vorld where such a 
practice is tolerated. ~ . 
Obershal·T expresses the opposite view and feels that 
it is a vital area of the funeralization process. He 
counsels families on the value of vim'ling the body in the 
open casket. If it is omitted it can be one of the most 
damaging aspects of the entire process. 
Vie"tving allm-vs us to see the lost person, to realize 
again that death has taken place. This is important be-
cause it erases denial and ••• , it often initiates 
the emotional response to grief. The dead body is 
reality. It helps us to cry, to share our feelings and, 
as most authorities agree, this is vitally important to 
the total resolution of grief.3 
1 Kubler-Ross, Questions and Anm'lers on Dea·th an: d. 
D;y:ing, p. 101. 
2 Jonathan Baird, u 'rhe Funeral Industry in noston, 11 
in Death 2 Current Perspectives, ed., EdHin s. Shneidman 
(Palo Alto, California: Hayfield Publishing Co., 1976), 
p. 87. 
3 . 
Obershaw, Death2 Dying, Grief and Funerals, pp. 
16-17. 
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The author also reconunends public visitation, thus 
allmving the conununity to join in and share their sorrm..,. 
THo funeral rites or passages will be revimved: 
the Je,vish rite and the Christian rite as expressed in the 
Catholic tradition. 
According to Gordon, ,.,hen death occurs Je\'/ish 
law demands that immediate plans be made for burial, 
and the responsibility for all the funeral arrangements is 
1 
placed upon the mourner. He is released from the obligation 
to perform any positive religious commandments so that he 
may devote himself instead to those burial preparations 
and arrangements. According to Soloveitchik, there are 
tHo distinct and separate phases in the process of mourning 
for the Jewish people. The first phase begins with the 
death of the rcla·ti ve and ends with burial. It is called 
Ainut. The second, which is called Avelut, begins \vith 
the burial and lasts seven to sometimes thirty days. 
Ainut represents the spontaneous human reaction to 
death. It is an outcry, a shout, or a hol·tl of grisly 
horror and disgust. Han responds to his defeat at the 
hands of death \vith total resignation and with an all-
consuming masochistic self-devastating black despair.2 
1 Audrey Gordon, "'fhe Jewish Vie\v of Dea:th: Guide-
lines for Hourning, 11 in Deai.~h: The Final Stage of Grmvth, 





""'Joseph B. Soloveitchik, 11 The Hallakhah of the First 
in Jeidsh Reflections on Death, ed. Jack Riemer {New 
Je,dsh Public.:.tions, Schockcn Dooks, 197 4), p. 76. 
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Hith t~he cornmence::ten-t~ of 1\velut • • • the mourner 
undertake[s] an heroic task: to start picking up the 
debris of his m~n shattered personality and to re-
establish himself as man restoring lost glory, dignity 
and uniqueness.! 
According to the author, the turning point in the 
Je,vish ceremony, the point where Ainut is transformed 
into Avelu·t, despair into intelligent- sadness and self-
negation into self-affirmation, is to be found in the reci-
tal at the grave of the Kaddish. This is the great 
11 Remember 11 of the J01·1, the prayer to God from the living. 
The Christian funeral rite, as expressed in the 
Catholic tradition, is contained in the Catholic Burial 
P..itc, 'vhich became mandatory on November 1, 1971, for all 
the Roman Catholic dioceses of the United. States of l'..merica .. 2 
According to HcHanus the funeral rite has 
several elements: 11 ••• a celebration of the paschal 
mystery of Christ, ••• the affirmation of Christian 
hope • • • a balance of older customs and new improved 
catechesis ••• the community's participation in the fare-
well to one of the brethern. 3 The author stresses: 
1Tbid., P• 79. 
2'rhe Catholic Burial Rite (Collegeville, Hinnesota: 
The Liturgical Press, 1971), 3pp. 3-65. 
, 
"Frederick R. Hcr-ianus, 11 The Reformed Funeral Rit.e -
Part One, rr The .t\merican Ecclesiastical Revie-... 166 (January 
1<)72): !~6-47. 
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Priests Hho prepare for funeral celebr~tions must 
consider the circumstances of the person and his family. 
This responsibility demands a direct, person.:;l knm'l-
led.:1'e of the dead person Hho is to be honored and conunend-
ed to God in the funeral rite •••• The priest should 
listen to the lV"ishes of the family and the conununity, 
take into account the diversity of circumstances, <:lnd 
employ the options granted in the rite. • • • .Among 
other things, it is for the priest ••• to prepare 1:rith 
the family the appropriate celebration of the funeral, 1 
using the options suggested and granted in rite. • • • 
According to Kollar, the Catholic funeral rite 
must provide an opportunity for: 
••• regeneration in which the deceased lives again 
in the memory of all present •• ·• identification in 
lvhich the survivors recognize their share in the life 
of the deceased and their responsibility for guarding 2 
the values for l·rhich he lived, thereby inunortalizing him. 
The author considers that these can best be exper-
ienced at the 'l·rake, where individuals are allow·ed to come 
to terms lvith C.cath and its finality. He also proposes that 
the ritual should provide an opportunity for communal 
mvareness "l.'lhich is created by the death of a member for 
confirmation of conununal values, for the theme of the rea-
lity and the hope of the Resurrection of Jesus. He main-
tains that the church service should focus on the two 
principal themes of death and hope at the funeral of a 
Christian. 
Article 82 of the Constit;ution on the Li·turgy con-
cerns itself with the funeral of children: liThe rite for 
1-b "d j_ l ., PP· 48-so. 
2Nathan R. Kollar, Death and Other Living Things 
,(Dayton, Ohio: Pflaum/Standard, 1973), p. 61. 
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the burial of infants is to be revised and a special mass 
for the occ.:1sion should be ~rovided. 111 l·1d1anus ccrnments 
on this: II • • • the intention ,.,as to repl.:!ce the rite 
found in the old Roman ritual and the inappropriate custom 
in some places of celebrating the mass of the angels.tr 2 
The Catholic funeral rite has a threefold aspect: 
the ·t-.•ake service, service at the church and the cemetery 
service. It attempts to meet the needs of the mourner. 
A vigilant attempt has been made to so structure 
the rite that it moves tmmrd a climax, from the· vigil 
beginning with recognition of sorrm" and loss, then to 
the meeting of the body at the· door of the church 
reminiscent of the day of baptism, then to the eucharist 
liturb"Y to relate the eucharist to the death and life 
of the Christian, then to the final conunendation as a 
fitting prelude to the procession from the church.mark-
ing the triuraph over death and finally to the ceren10ny 
at the cemetery at which the mourners look forw·ard to 
final resurrection and parouisa.3 
\>~ether the rite is celebrated in all its totality 
1.vould ultimately depend on each funeral and the partici-
pants in it. Did that funeral meet the needs of the mourner? 
Geaney seens to indicate that the nm·1 Catholic funeral rite 
does not r.1eet the needs of the mourner. He asks: 
1 Austin Flannery, ed. Vatican Council II: The 
Conciliar c>.ncl Post Conciliar Docunents (Collegeville, 
Hinnesota: 'l'he Liturgical Press, 1975), p. 24 .• 
2p l' .I'.J.C ·1anus, 11 The Refor;necl Funeral Rite-Part Ope, tt 
p. 55. 
3Theodore Stone and Anselm Cunningham, JtThe Chicago Ex-
perimental Funecal l(ite, II i:n n.eformin.:; the ~ites of Death, 




Is our liturgy for the deceased a form of inspira-
tional repression? [This is defined as] ••• religious 
l'mys of bottling up our feelings of loss and blocking 
out the healthy sobbing that cleans1 out and purifies the 
tear ducts and gives us neil energy. 
The author's question arose after he and a minister 
attended the funeral of a friend 1 s father \·iho lived a 
tragic life artd clied under tragic and embarrassing circum-
stances. After the funeral the author gives the following-
account of the minister's criticism: 
The homilist never alluded to the man's life-. l'fith 
a change of pronouns the homily could be used for any 
funeral. ~vas he sparing the family embarrassment or 
was he denying them the2opportunity to recall memories 
no matter how painful? 
After writing about the change in the color of 
vestments from black to white, the dropping of the Dies 
Irae, the change from a sombre mood to a joyful one and 
the time demanded for grieving, Geaney asks questions very 
pertinent to the subject of this paper. 
Does our liturgy acknowledge where people are? Are 
we substituting the risen Christ l'lhen the mourners are 
still in the garden of Gethsemane with Jesus? Have 
American Catholics bought the American dream lcith its 
success model, sexist ads, and denial of old age, suf-
fering and death? Are they denying the Resurrection in 
spite of the Alleluias and the white cloth on the casket? 3 
1 Dennis J. Geaney, 11 Give in to Grief, 11 !!~lk.. 
Catholic (February 1978):12. 
2Ibid., p. 12. 
3Ibid., P• 12. 
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The author does no·t answer the quest;ions, but in the 
feedback section to the article there are some ans,.,ers and 
additional questions from readers: 
It is necessary for_our liturgy to move through the 
process of. going from ~rief to glory. All l'le have nm~ 
is the ·white vestments of glory. llhat would be \•l!"ortg 
\'lith \'learing black vestments at the beginning of the 
liturgy l'lhile meeting the body and a:fter connnunion putting 
on '\·rhite vestments?! 
Have you ever laughed at a funeral? I 1ve been to 
funerals where the celebrant has recalled a funny inci .... 
dent from the person's life to emphasize that he was 
the jo!ous one \•Tho \ITOUld soon tire of our ~ears and long 
faces. - -
He 1 ve thought a lot about death since our daughter 
nearly died of cancer at age three. ''/e had had to come 
to terms Hith some of our feelings about life and death--
not an easy task.3 · 
Another view is expressed by Fehren \then he deals 
\vith a woman t..rho was horrified that as the mother follm·;ed 
the coffin of her fifteen year old son out of the church 
she was singing. He told the \.foman, 11the mother not only 
loved her son, but she had faith in him and she had faith 
in the promises of Jesus Christ.n 4 He commented on the 
funeral liturgy in this context: 
The ne\'l funeral liturgy, in parishes loyal to the 
church and therefore receptive to its emphasis on the 
lib. l 
~c..' I'• 14. 
2Thid., P• 15. 
3Ibid., pp. 15-16. 
4Henry Fehren, IIHother Sang at the Funeral," u.s. 
Catholic (January 1972), p. 41. 
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Resurrection \·then a faithful follmver of Christ dies, 
sings the belief and hope of the church. Nany Catholics, 
at least those familiar \'lith the New Testament (and the 
Old), are happy about the faithfulness of the ne\'1 funeral 
liturgy to the teaching and promises of Christ. They 
are not cul tic mashochis·ts \vho prefer a Danse Hacabre so 
that they can indulge in a self-gratifying orgasm of self-
pity at someone else's death.l 
The literature regarding the stages, phases and ex-
pressions of grief after death have been revie\"led. The 
funeral process, the funeral of Keith, the one year old 
child \"lith Down t s syndrome, and the viewing of the body \'/ere 
also discussed. The Je\'lish and Catholic funeral rites 
\'lere discussed, with particular reference to the latter • s 
meaning and expression of the Resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
The final phase of the after-death is the burial. 
The next section \'lill concern itself w·ith the cemetery, 
the grave and the family 1 s · final return home \dthout 
their loved one. 
Burial of the Person with Hental Retardation 
••• Rob and Sue closed Keith's little casket and held 
it in their laps as about forty friends went with them 
to the cemetery. They \'lanted honesty and realism so the 
grave \'las not concealed by artificial grass and the pile 
of dirt \'las not hidden. Rob and Sue on their knees at 
the grave slowly, spontaneously, w·ithout any prior in-
tent, placed Keith's body and casket into the grave and 
1 Ibid., P• 41. 
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carefully began to pull dirt into the gr~ve. The astute 
minister only said, 11 I think the l-.:ids need some help.n 
Forty friends passed along the dirt, handful1 by handful, 
with no shovels, until the grave was filled. 
Not all burials are performed in this manner. The 
general custom, in California, is for the casket to be placed 
on a platform over the grave. The grave and the dirt are 
usually concealed liith artificial grass. After the commital 
service and when the family and friends have departed the 
casket containing the body of the deceased person is placed 
in the grave by the cemetery workers. They then fill the 
grave. In many parts of the country, due-to lack of space, 
above ground burial in mausoleums is becoming more common. 
The grave is described by Gordon: 
The raw gaping hole in the earth, open to receive 
the coffin, is symbol of the rm'l emptiness of the 
mourner at this moment of final separation. Burying the 
dead by actually doing some of the shoveling themselves 
helps the mourners and the mourning community to ·ease 
the pain of parting by performing one last act of love 
and concern.2 
Pantoga discusses many aspects of Catholic burial.3 
'vith regard to the question of where, the traditional 
1 
~Nichols and Nichols, 11 Funerals," 1n Death; The Final 
Stap-e of Growth, ed. Kubler-Ross, P• 95. 
2.'\udrey Gordon, 11 The Psychological ':lisdom of the Law," 
in Jewish Reflections on Death, ed. Jack Riemer (New York: 
Jewish Publications, 1974), p. 100. 
3Fritzie Pantoga, "A Down-to-Earth Guide to Catholic 
Burial," U. S. Catholic 43 (November 1977):16-21. 
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position of the church is that a Catholic be buried in a 
Catholic cemetery. However, there are mitigating circum-
stances and she quotes from the guidelines of the Arch-
diocese of Netvark, Nel·.r Jersey: 
Since Catholics have a right to a Christian burial 
in the cemetery of their choice, the priest must give 
it, including the station at the grave and its accompany-
ing liturgical rites.l 
She quotes the director of the cemetery: 
It makes not the slightest bit of difference to 
salvation Hhether you're buried in a Catholic cemetery 
or not • • • • The church takes the position tha~ burial 
rites are meant to be consolation for the living. 
With regard to methods of disposal the author sta·tes: 
nnurial is the most conunon method. Burial practices have 
ah·mys been inteerated Hith religious custom. 113 She points 
out, ho\vever, that the church has allmved cremation since 
1963, and that if cremation does take place, the ashes are 
to be buried rather than scattered to the l'linds .. 
For a more detailed account of the funeral and burial, 
its costs and customs and the state of the funeral industry, 
the reader is referred to the works of Hitford4 and of Irion. 5 
York: 
1 roid., p • 16. 
.... 
.L.Ib. 1 . lC .• , P• 12 • 
3r · d Ol ., p. 19. 
4Jessica !!itford, The American \'lay_ of Death (Ne'ltl 
Fm.'lcec-t, 1963). 
5Paul B. Irion, The Funeral: Ves·t.ige or Value (Nash-
ville, Tennessee: Arno Press, 1966). 
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Kollar suns up t;hc burial service: 
It is especially at this point that they must let 
co of ·the dead, for here it is evident that they must 
co on living wi·thout this person, yet living in the light 
of the resurrection. \lith the burial, the living walk 
away. As the one '·:ho has died has changed, so have they. 
The living ,.,ill never be the same. One is missing from 
their midst. But this is the fate of every man: to 
miss those 'tve love; to feel the sting of death even 
while we live.l 
·when the burial has been completed there are 
different customs regarding 't'lhat happens next. In the 
Jmdsh tradition: 
Returning from the cemet~ry the mourner finds a meal 
of recuperation waiting for him. This meal serves 
several purposes. It reassures the mourner that he is 
not alone and puts before the mourner the reality that 
life must go on.2 
Vlhat about the person with mental retardation ·who 
has died? Do all th.e customs and religious rites apply in 
her or his case? The literature is silent. Can silence be 
construed as consent to a funeral service just like any 
other person 'tvho has died? Xt would seem so, if the pre-
amble to the constitution of the National Apostolate for 
the 1'Ientally Retarded, a predominantly Catholic organization, 
is to be taken seriously. It states: 
The mentally retarded are an integral part of 
society equal to other men, and persons possessing a 
fundamental value and dignity. They are recipients of 
1 Kollar, Death and Other Living Thinc,·s, p. 67. 
') 
""'Gordon, 11 The Psychological Wisdom of the Law,u in 
Jewish l~eflcctions on Death, p. 100. 
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'"hat the church offers and contributors to it by virtue 
of their individual value and of the positive Christian 
attitudes they stimulate in others.l 
This research paper began 'dth the announcement by 
mothers of the death of their children v1ith mental retarda..,. 
tion. This chapter \•!ill end with similar accounts. One 
is from the postscripJc to a letter by HcClinton. It reads: 
The above • • • was 't·rritten in a hospital 't'laiting 
room the r.10rning of our little Hark t s open-heart surgery. 
The operation was to correct a congenital heart defect 
(hole) that caused him much pain and early heart failure. 
Vlithout the surgery he "t·las given six months to two years 
to live, and 't'le took the chance of his having a normal 
physical life. He was always but a step mY'ay from heaven. 
Even though he had come through the operation successfully, 
·the shock •·:as too much for his delicate make-up. He took 
his last heavenly step to our Lord's side on the morning 
of Hay 24, 1967. 
Our sorrow has been so great, but my heart knm'ls 1-.rhy & 
Our Lord may have given little ?-!ark to us because he 
loved little children so much that He \vanted some of His 
creatures to remain as little children throughout their 
days, to give, in their innocence, delight to his loving 
heart. I believe Hark may have come to us because of 
prophetic 1.vord.s 11 • • • and a little child shall lead 
them. 11 Decause of Nark, the little child that led me, 
there is a Hothers Hutual to help parents of children 
comparable to him.2 
Another is by Dale Evans Rogers: 
The two years of Robin's life were indeed blessed 
ones. She taught us true -joy in the things that count 
and gratitude for those things. 
In 1952 shortly before she left us, I pleaded "t'lith 
the doctors to do hear·t surgery on her to correct the 
hole in her heart, but they said she couldn't stand 
surgery. Now I reali:.::e that Robin's mission lms a short 
1 National Apostolate for the Mentally Retarded, 
!!Preamble to the Constitution, 11 N A !'-! R 2narterly 8 
('.!inter 1978):21. 
2HcClinton, Nothers ~-Iutual Manual, p. 4. 
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one, for Goc1 L:nm.,r th.:tt I tvoulcl nc-,-cr h.:tvc \'lritten AntTcl 
Unm·mre as long as Robin \'las here. 
It is a balm to my heart to know that. Robin's short 
life resulted in help for others like her and I am sure 
her little spirit glows more brightly each time Hothers 
I'Iutual visits the home of a new .Angel Unal·mre .1 
The final letter is a personal communication to ·the 
author fror:1 Trudy's mother. It says in part: 
I have found it difficult to let Trudy go. I lmow 
she is gone, but I talk to her almost every day. I guess 
I'm afraid to let her go because it \'lould be like her 
never being here. I don't make much sense but I sure miss 
her •••• Trudy's mass and burial \vere beautiful cere-
monies. They touched many peoples t lives. -Trudy- was 
remarkable, because she touched people I didn't even 
know about •••• The things to remember for the ritual 
for the final journey is A Personal touch and a Joyful 
mass. Some people told me it was hard for them to feel 
sad because you made it seem happy • • • • I don't knmv 
't'lhat vre 2,-:ould have done \1Tithout our faith. Thank God 
for it. 
Je\·Jish and Catholic literature describing the burial 
of the person 't'lho has died has been reviewed. The question 
was raised uhether the customs and beliefs described 
applied to the person \'lith mental retardation. ·Accounts 
by three mothers concerning the lives, deaths, burials of 
and their remembrances about their children who had mental 
retardation were cited in this section. 
1 Dale Evans Rogers, Forel'lord to Hothers Hutual Hanual, 
by Helen A. HcClinton (Colorado Springs, Colorado: El 
Paso .Association for Retarded Children, 1967), p. 6. 
2 Irene Terusa, 11 Personal Letter, 11 A::wil 18, 197 8. 
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This chapter has revieHed the literature concerning 
the birth of the child with mental retardation and the 
mourning, sorrm.;, death wishes and theological crisis 
experienced by t;he parents follovling the birth of a child 
with mental retardation. The coping mechanisms employed 
in pre-death and the stages and phases of grief at the death 
were revie\'/ed. The funeral and burial w·ere discussed. 
The following chapter l'lill present a detailed summa-ry and 
dra\'1 conclusions to assist the reader and the parents at 
the death and burial of a person with mental retardation. 
CHAPTER III 
SU1-1<!At~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
Sununary 
The question 1vas raised in the introduction to this 
research paper: '/lhat does the death and burial of the person 
1·:ith mental retardation really r.tean to the parents, friends 
and to the reader? This paper has attempted to ans1.ver that 
question. 
The literature '\·:as reviel'ied and one reference 't</as 
found to the actual death and burial of the person 1-!ith 
mental retardation. Little Has found on the parents' 
feelings and reactions to the death. However, much was 
\vritten in the literature on the birth of the person 11ith 
mental retardation and the effec~cs on the parents. The 
question was raised: was there a connection? 
The literature indicated that reactions by the 
parents to the birth of a child 1V'ith mental retardation, 
such as mourning, chronic sorrow and death 1·1ishes 1vere 
similar to those experienced at the death of a loved one. 
A counseling center reported that, after the birth of the 
child with mental retardation, they assisted the parents 
·to cope. They instructed them about the basic psychological 
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reac·tions to human trauma, reactions quite similar to 
those experienced by the terminally ill patient. The coping 
mechanisms employed at the time of a terminal illness were: 
denial and isolation; anger; bargaining; nepression and 
acceptance. They did not indicate whether they instructed 
the parents about the phases of grief which a person ex-
periences after the death of a loved one. These phases 
of grief in normal bereavement have a similarity, however, 
to the coping ·mechanisms of the terminally il_l. They \·1ere 
proposed by one author as: shock and numbness; disbelief 
and illusions; a time of inner conflicts; the assumption 
of guilt; feelings of anger; aloneness; expressing of grief; 
acceptance and reintegration, 
A review of reactions parents have, or the stages 
they go through, if any, following the birth of the child 
with mental retardation was attempted. 
The fact that parents, following the birth of a child 
with mental retardation, go through different stages has been 
well docwnented in the literature. These stages, according 
to one author, were: the frantic searching for proof that~ 
the child is not handicapped; the crusade to prove that the 
diagnosis was wrong; and the final acceptance. According to 
another author, they were: the acceptance of the fact; the 
depletion of financial resources; the emotional build-up; 
the theological conflicts; the search for a solution; and 
the coping period. A third author described three stages that 
so 
a parent goes through ,,:hich '''ere: the involve;;:tcnt Hith 
the self; the involvement with the child; and, finally, 
the involvement 'vith others. 
The literature dealt with the concept of acceptance 
and with its opposite, rejection, in relationship to the 
parents' feelings about their child with mental retarda-
tion. Factors such as the parents' position on the socio-
economic ladder, the severity of the retardation and child-
care problems were suggested as variables which affect the 
acceptance or rejection by the parents of the child with 
mental retardation. Other factors, such as age, sex, 
etiology, and social and religious background were also 
proposed as having an influence on the parental acceptance 
or rejection. Four gene~al areas where parental rejection 
can be expressed were presented by one author. They were: 
strong underexpectation of achievement; goals being set 
too high; escape in the form of abandonment or placing the 
child at a distance; and reaction formation. '¥hat a child 
means and how parents see and understand their child with 
mental retardation were considered by some authors as being 
very important in acceptance. The following were considered 
important factors in the development of the parents' view-
point: the parent views the child as a physical an~ psy-
chological extension of the self; the chilfl is a means of 
vicarious satisfaction to the parents; the parents can 
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transcend dc.::.t~h throuch their chil C.:; tl:..c child is seen as 
a personalized love object; the parent has feelings of worth 
in meeting the dependency needs of the child; the parents 
nay have negative feelings about the limitations and 
demands of chilcLrearing. The part that o;uilt plays in 
acceptance was studied by one author who suc;gested that 
Catholic mothers 1.vere more accepting of their children with 
mental retardation than vlCre other oothers. He proposed 
that this was clue to the fact that Catholic doc.trine·· provides 
considerable emotional support for mothers by its insistence 
that every cldld, normal or defective, is a special gift 
from God bestowed on parents. 
In the literature, bvo authors proposed that the 
birth of a child with mental retardation t1as a severe nar-
cissistic blm.v to the parents, similar to the loss suffered 
through the death of a loved one, leaving the parents in a 
state of acute grief. They hypothesized that, since the 
oothcr expects a "perfect child," the birth of the defec-
tive child menns the loss of the normal child. The mother 
r.,..oes through a mourning process for the perfect child 
prior to the acceptance of the child lvith retardation • 
. Another author disagreed and proposed instead that 
the parents \vho have a child with mental retnrdation suffer 
11 chronic sorrow 11 throughout their lives. This chronic 
sorrm:l varies in intensity according to circw:1stances and 
iJ1rne. 
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A number of authors suggested that the concern for, 
or the effect of, the birth of the child ,.,.ith zaental retar-
dation was often expressed in death wishes. ~·Jhile these 
aroused guilt feelings in the parents they ,;ere not to be 
considered as alarming or inclications of neurosis. The 
authors stated that these death wishes were often denied, 
pushed back, and could cause real problems in the parents' 
relationship "t·rith the person lrho has mental retardation. 
The reviet'v' of the literature also indicated that the 
birth of a child l'v'ith mental retardation caused a theological 
crisis in the personal lives of many parents. One author 
proposed that any condition of life l'lhich destroys or 
permanently damages a person 1s concept of a loving and merci-
ful God presents a ser:i,.ous conflict of faith. The birth 
of a child uith mental retardation lvas seen as such a 
condition. Another author suggested that, not only does the· 
birth of a child with mental retardation affect the religious 
faith of the parents, but that relig~ous faith also affects 
the parents' response to this event. Another author proposed 
that religious faith could be affected positively or negative-
ly. The author stated that faith had three factors as 
fol"'mative influences, namely: the religious affiliation 
of ·the parents; the religious interpre·tation of the cause 
of the illness; and the religious teaching regarding the 
e:q)ression of feelings. Another author, a parent of a 
,child l·Jith raental retardation, equated the positive theologi-
c~l crisis effected by the birth of the child with mental 
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retardation, and the third stage of growth, the involve-
men·t of the parents of the child with mental retardation 
Nith other parents. 
This paper did not review the critical periods in 
the growing-up years, the school years, lvhere many persons 
·with mental retardation and their parents strive tm·mrd 
meeting their full potential in joy and sorrO\V'. It recog-
nized however that these experiences were very important, 
especially in light of the original question of the meaning 
of the death of the person ·with mental retardation, who had 
a name, a unique personality and unique life experiences. 
The experience identified as pre-death was described 
as found in the literature. One author felt that mourning 
was less intense if prepared for during the slow process of 
death from chronic illness. This preparation was termed 
tranticipatory mourning. 11 One author defined it as a set 
of processes related to the awareness of the impending loss 
and the adaptive mechanisms '"hereby emotional attachment to 
the dying person is relinquished over time. These pro-
cesses were: acknowledgement; grieving; reconciliation; 
detachment; and memorialization. Other authors reported 
on ·the process of anticipatory mourning of parents of a 
child wi·th leukemia. These parents went frora a purely 
intellectual to an emotional acceptance of the fatal 
nature of the child's disease. After a period of grief 
.. 
there was a gradual de·tuchraent of investment from the 
child, leading to a philosophical resignation \vhich enabled 
the parents to be better prepared for the eventual death. 
Sadness, anger and reinvestment were proposed as elements 
of onticipatory mourning by another author. The same author 
pointed out that if the child \vas very young or \vas sick from 
birth, or repeated illness kept him or her away from home, 
the parents may have long before separated emotionally even 
though s/he ,.,as nm'l dying. 
Another author indicated that the mourning process 
begins \"lith the pronouncement of the diagnosis of the fatal 
disease. This viewpoint reflected that of others cited 
in this paper l'lho indicated that the parents go through a 
mourning process at the announcement that their child has 
mental retardation. The problem presented to the treatment 
team lvho have to deal with the dying children and the 
mourning family, where the family successfully completes the 
mourning and reinvests elsewhere before the child is actually 
dead, \vas discussed by one author. 
Another phenomenon in pre-death vias "maintenance 
of confidencc 11 Hhich was defined by some authors as the set 
of processes that facilitates parents' sense of worth, 
trust and mastery in the face of potential guilt, rage 
and helplessness. The processes were: mastery operation such 
as search and participation in care; maintenance of equilibrium; 
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affirmation of life; and re-organization. They concluded 
that those parents 1.·1ho were able to accomplish the task 
of anticipatory mourninG 1.-:ere also able to maintain 
confidence during the child's illness and after death. 
The questions of whether to perform surgery or 
whether the person should be allowed to live or die were 
revie1.·red as they relate to the child or person 1.vho had 
multiple defects or complications at birth or later in 
life. The literature indicated that the parents were the 
final decision-makers. One author devoted a book to the 
subject outlining the quality of life basis for the decision 
and the sanctity of life position. He proposed that every 
handicapped child should be treated unless the treatment 
is not likely to be successful or would impose an excessive 
burden on the child and family. 
The literature indicated that the child with mental 
retardation should receive the sacrament of the anointing 
of the • 1 SlCrC. 
Prevalent att.itudes tmvards death were described 
as: nothingness; non-being; man 1 s greatest mystery ahd. 
source of fear; a destroyer and a redeemer; the ultimate 
cruelty; the essence of release; a part of each person's 
life; an atonement for sins and errors; an event concerning 
man as a ,,·hole; a consequence of sin; a dyj_ng with Christ; 
the beginning of eternity; an opportunity for man to pose 
his first completely personal act; the moment for the 
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encounter Hith Cod; the hypothesis of the final decision; 
a full encounter with self; the final stage of growth. 
A possible partial anS\ier to the question of the 
:r.1caning of the death of the child Hith mental retardation 
was given by t\10 authors. They proposed, in different 
ways, that infants in death enter into the full possession 
of their spirituality. They are able to make their final 
decision in full liberty and knm'lledge at the moment of 
death. 
Different but sioilar stages, phases and expressions 
of grief after death \·;ere presented by different authors. 
They \'Tere: a stage of shock and denial; anger; bargaining; 
a prolonged state of depression; acceptance; a phase of shock 
and numbness; disbelief and illusions; a time of inner 
conflict; the assumption of guilt; feeling of anger; alone-
ness; expressing of grief acceptance and reintegration; 
waves of somatic distress; a tightness in the throat; 
frequent crying and sighing; a feeling of emptiness; 
fatigue and lack of appetite; a preoccupation with death 
and the deceased; a distance from and a loss of l1Tarmth 
for other people; much talking about the deceased; a 
realization that a large part of the person's customary 
<1ctivity Has done in some meaningful relationship to the 
deceased and now has lost its significance. 
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One author outlined the .set:_;r:1cnt.'.-> of the funcraliza-
tion process: the initial notification of death; the 
counseling session l·:ith the funeral director; the community 
notification of dea·th; the public visitation and vic1.dng 
of the body; the church service; the processional to the 
final place of Qisposition; the committal service activities. 
The death and burial of a one year old child with 
Doun's syndrome was described in detail. The feelings and 
experiences of the parents reflected those described by 
many authors in the preceding part of this paper. The 
parents decided to unload their pain fast and hard and 
participated fully in the funeral and burial. 
Different viewpoints were presented in the literature 
reg-arding the viewing of the body of the person "t'lho has 
died. One author felt that it was unnecessary especially 
after a prolonged illness. Another felt that it did not 
contribute in any way to grief therapy, and stated that 
North America "t·las the only place the custom was tolerated. 
Another author felt that if it 1vas omitted it could be one 
of the most dar:1aging aspects of the funeralization process. 
The Je"t.rish funeral rite as presented in the litera-
ture was discussed. There are two distinct and separated 
phases in the process of mourning for the Jewish people. 
They are the Ainut, which represents the spontaneous human 
reaction to death and the Avelut, which is the picking-up 
pf the debris of the mourner's shattered personality and 
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re-establishing himself or herself as man or wom2.n, re-
storing lost glory, dignity and uniqueness. The point 
'·:here one is transfornccl into the other is to be found in 
the recital at the grave of i~he Kaddish, the great remembrnnce 
prayer of the J'evr. 
The Catholic funeral rite includes; the celebration 
of the paschal r.tystery of Christ; the affirmation of 
Chr·istian hope; the community t s participation in the fare\·Tell 
to one of the brethern; a balance of older custom and new 
improved catechesis. One author proposed that it must 
provide an opportunity for regeneration, identification, 
cowrnunal awareness, confirmation of communal values, the 
theme of the reality of death, and the hope of the resurrec-
tion being proclaimed by the Christian. The Catholic rite 
has a threefold aspect: the l-rake service; service at the 
church; and the cemetery service. ~'lhether the Catholic 
funeral rite meets the needs of the mourner w·as discussed. 
One author· questioned Hhether or not it was a form of 
inspirational repression, or a denial of the Resurrec-
tion in spite of the Alleluias and the white cloth on the 
casket. Another author felt that it does meet the needs 
of the mourner, and sings the belief and hope of the church. 
'i~hc final stage of the funeral process, the burial, 
l·.ras revicued. The open grave '"as presen·ted by one aut,hor 
as the s:ymbol of the rm-: emptiness of the mourner at the 
moment of final separation. The fill1nc; of the grave \'las 
seen as helping the mourners to ease the pain of parting 
by performing one last act of love and concern. One 
author sw:uned up the burial '"hen he stated that 1·rith the 
burial the living walk .:H'TaY, changed and l'lith one missing 
from their midst. They must go on living l'lithout this 
person, yet living in li~ht of the resurrection. 
~·fuere the Catholic \vas to be buried "t·ras discussed. 
The conclusion that it made not the slightest-bit of 
difference to salvation lthether the person was buried in a 
Catholic cemetery or not Has presented. 
To the question of \'lhether these customs and rites 
applied to the person with mental retardation, the silence 
in the literature \'las construed as saying yes, they did. 
This \vas asserted ldth confidence in light of the statement 
contained in the preamble to the constitution of a Catholic 
organization. It stated that the person with mental retar-
dation \vas an integral part of society, equal to other men 
and a person possessing a fundamental value and dignity. 
Three letters of mot;hers of children with retardation 
describing what their children's lives and deaths meant to 
them lV'ere cited. The mothers expressed sorrow at the loss, 
sa\'! meaning in their children's lives and two of them had 
come to the stage of acceptance and involvement with the 
parents of other children uith mental retardation. One 
,mother, uho::::c clauGhtcr's death ·uas recent, \JaS still in 
the process of letting go, nnd expressed thanks to God for 
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her faith \vhich brought her through. She recomrnended that 
the things to remember for the ritual of the final journey 
l·lcre a personal touch and a joyful mass. 
This paper has examined the total life-span of the 
person with mental retardation in an attempt to anslter the 
question: What is the meaning of the death and burial of 
the person l'lith mental retardation? It has gone in a 
circle, from death to birth to death to burial, and therein 
may lie the anst.,rer for: 
Death belongs to life as birth does. The walk is in 




The picture presented by a reviel..r of the literature 
regarding the death and burial of the person l'lith mental 
retardation t·lould seem to be best described and summed up by 
the statement that the parents have been there before. The 
experiences, reactions and expressions of sorrm'l, normally 
present at the death of a family member, were experienced 
by the parents before; either following the birth, at the 
announcement of the diagnosis of mental retardation or at 
the period of pre-death. Parents have probably experienced 
mourning, shock, grief and aloneness and have gone through 
1Rabindranath Tagore Stray Birds (New York: r.lac-
millan Publishing Co., 1916}, p. 76. 
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the stages of coping, many months or ycD.rs before the 
death and burial of the person ltith mental retardation. They 
all have had different experiences, therefore the state of 
acceptance at the dc;:;.th Hill also be different. How they 
have coped with the e:)::perienccs brought on by the birth 
and the life of the person with mental retardation ,:,ill be 
different according to the uniqueness and individuality of 
each parent and family. 
From the reports in the literature it may be con-
cluded that Catholic mothers, liTho were described as more 
accepting of their child \·lith mental retardation, may also 
be more acce?ting of the death of their child. 
If the parents expected and longed for the birth of 
the 11 perfcct child11 and had envisioned the birth of the 
handicapped child as being equal to the death of the normal 
child, they may have had death wishes tm.;ard the handicapped 
child. Since it had not been socially acceptable to ex-
. press these wishes publicly while the person "t·rith mental 
retardation Has alive, they may express satisfaction when 
the person dies. The expressions, 11 Thanl~ God s/he has 
died, 11 or "S/he won •t have ·to suffer any more, tt or "3/he is 
better off, 11 al"'e often used. HmV'ever, because of reaction 
formation or because these feelings are not fully socially 
acceptable, the parents may subdue U1em. To assist the 
p.:1rents in this area the c::uthor of this paper, af·tcr the 
death of the person with mental retardation, offered con-
gratulations to the parents on the fact that their son or 
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daughter >vas nm"l a saint ,.,it~h God in heaven. This approach 
gave the parents an acceptable w·ay to express relief, such 
as, IIThanl( Cod my son/daughter is safe Hith God. 11 (Also 
meaning, !!Thank God uy son/ daughter is dead and. the ordeal 
is over. 11 ) noth of these expressions are healthy; they 
assist the parents in letting-go and speed the process of 
readjustment. 
During the pre-death phase the pastor and others 
should assist the parents and the person with mental retar-
dation to prepare for the final journey. \~1enever possible 
the author of this paper celebrated the administration of 
the Sacrament of the Sick to the ill person. He attempted 
to do this especially l"lhen the parents were present and 
also conferred other sacraments such as Baptism, Confirma-
tion and Holy Eucharist, uhen needed. lie strongly recommends 
that the parents, friends and the clergy pray lvith the person 
\·lith mental retardation \'/hen possible, and speak in simple 
and joyful words about his/her final stage of grmvth l"lith 
Jesus and Father God. In the author's experience, many 
persons lvith mental retardation have 2-n understanding of 
death that is quite accepting and joyful. Further resenrch 
of vital importance could identify the feelings and under-
standing of persons l'lith mental retardation toward death 
and the methods and means of preparing them for their final 
stacc of growth. 
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Decause many of the parents may have experienced a 
theological crisis follouing the birth of their child Hith 
mental ret.:1rd.D.tion it ·t-:oulcl seem that the death ·would also 
have a si1:1ilar affect. This crisis may also be joined \·lith 
feelings of guilt or sharae \•..'hich could be expressed in 
';•ranting to do for the person who has died "t·lhat they could 
not do for him or her in life. Examples of this may be the 
re~uesting of an elaborate and very expensive funeral or 
the opl)osite, no funeral, because they Here ashamed of him 
or her in life, and have similar feelings in death. The 
astute pastor will attempt to determine lvhere the parents 
are and assist then in their faith expression of the death 
of the person \'lith mental retardation. 
The funeral can be a time for catharsis, for the 
bringing of many past and present feelings to a point of 
understanding, completion and fulfillment and especially 
for a resolution of the theological crisis. 
Because nany parents have experienced the pre-death 
process I:::nmm as anticipatory mourning they may, at the 
death itself, have been there "twice before" and therefore 
may be all "mourned-out." They may be ready to celebrate 
t11e final decision Hi th a 11 joyful Hass. u 
Because many parents described in the literature 
cx_i)erience maintenance of confidence problcr..1s, such as 
establishing a sense of self-\·rorth, the uuthor has read or 
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has sung the poem 11 Heaven 1 s Very Special Child11 as contained 
in Appendix B, after the Cor.n:mnion at the ~·lass or as the 
opening hymn nt the [;Tnveside service. 
The meaning of death Hill be different for each 
person and fanily. From a revimV' of the literature this 
author concludes that the definition of death that best 
describes the experience of life and death of the person 
with mental retardation is that of the final decision, the 
final encounter with self, the victory in Chri:3t, the final 
stage of grmvth. 
The person '\·lith mental retardation who has died 
should have a funeral like his fellmv Christians, his fellow 
Jmvs, and his fellow persons. They arc equals of other men 
and women, created in the image of God and this dignity that 
is theirs should be celebrated fully in the context of 
their particular religious tradition. 
The author of this paper has participated in many 
funerals of persons 'tvho '\<Jere handicapped with mental retar-
dation. He fully agrees and supports the reconunendations 
by Trudy's mother that the main clements of the ritual of 
the final journey should include a personal touch and a joyful 
~-Iass. To c:evelop the personal touch it is strongly recom-
mended that ·the priest and the paren~s plan the funeral 
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service together. The <1uthor has found th;d~ parents cu.n 
contribute in a very meaningful Hay in this endeavor. The 
aut;hor hL:s also found th<1t J?Clrcnts ,;::>refer either 2 simple 
but meaningful graveside service or an evening Hass in 
the church Hith a quiet graveside service the follm'ling 
morning. The casket lWul d be open in the church during 
the Hass for the final farel.'lell by the cor..munity. 
The manner of the funeral and burial of Keith is 
recommended if the parents lmnt to unload grief hard and 
fast. At least parents should not be rushed and should have 
time alone 1vith the body of their son or daughter. They 
have been there before and can nm·r deal w·ith death and let 
go. 
Outlihes of the funeral liturgies for Dottie and 
Brian are included in Appendix C. The author had the 
privilege of celebrating the 1-Iass of the Resurrection at 
both of them. 
At Trudy's evening funeral Hass of the Resurrec-
tion her body \'las welcomed into the church lvith the song 
"You Great Dig Beautiful Doll. tt This 1vas the song that 
her mother sang to her during her life in joy and sorrow. 
1, large congreg-ation liaS led in the singing by 'rrudyt s 
sisters and brothers. Poems and scripture readings ,.,.ere 
read by members of her family. The homily 1·ras Given from 
a position beside the O;Jen casket. It combined the facts 
and meaning of her life 'tri th the joyful reality of her 
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positior uith God for all eternity. This point '\·/as 
deeply emphasized and celebrated. The gifts of bread and 
Hine for the :2ucharist were presented by the parents Hho had 
given Trudy the original gift of life and the stepping stone 
to final grmvth. The Eucharist lV"as shared in recognition 
of the need for the life-giving bread of the Lord, to assist 
us all in carrying on. Afterl'lards the poem "Heaven's Very 
Special Child" \·;as recited. The tine for the final goodbye 
'\vas clrmdng close and the author of this paper spoke on be-
half of Trudy the words of the 11Beatitudes of the Handicapped" 
adapted as a 11 Thank You From a Friend. 11 It is contained in 
Appendix D. 
That evening the family continued the celebration 
of the final victory '\'lith God of one of their m·m. Neighbors, 
friends and relatives gathered at their home to share food, 
refreshments, friendship and memories. 
The follmving morning the frunily said their last 
goodbyes to the body of Trudy and with the singing of the 
Alleluia the c:uthor of this paper tool( the cross from the 
closed casket and presented it to the parents. He reminded 
them that the death of Jesus on the cro~s 1:ras follm·;ecl 
la ... cer by His Resurrection and so the cross taken fron the 
casket Has given to them as a crmvn, a sign of vic·tory, a 
symbol of hope in the resurrection of all, because of the 
Resurrection of Jesus. It uas to·. symbol Trudy's life ,,..hicl1. 
ccmbined sorrm·r and joy for all concerned and nOh' hacl 
'reached its final glory. A flm·rer, taken froL:l the bouquet 
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on the c<:tskct, u<:ts presented to each of the family members 
uith the message to carry on ~n fait.h and joy touard the 
tine of their 11 stage of final grm·rth. 11 All of this was 
done keerJing in zr..ind the '!:lords of St. Paul: 
This corruptible body must be clothed 1.'lith incor-
ruptibility and the mortal immortality, t:1cn \Till the 
saying of scripture be fulfilled: "Death is swallowed 
up in victory. 0 Death, Hhere is your victory? 0 Dea·th, 
uhere is your sting? 11 The sting of death is sin and 
sin gets its pm·1er from the lmv. But thanks to God 'ttho1 
has given us the victory through Our Lord Jesus Christ. 
He says further: 
Indeed we knm·1 that 1.·.rhen the earthly tent in uhich 
'tve dHell is destroyed 't·re have a d>·lelling in the heavens 
not made by hands but to last forever • • • • God has 
fashioned us for this ver2 thing and has given us the 
Spirit as a pledge of it. 
Thus ,,:hat does the death and burial of the person 
with r.1ental retardation really mean? To the person, ,.,e 
don't really knmv since he or she has not returned from the 
encounter i.'lith the self and l..rith God to inform us. To the 
parents, this is the second time around for many of them, 
they are feeling sorro'tv at the loss. To all of us the death 
reflects the life Hhich had meaning and nm-: is expressed in 
the hope of the Resurrection of Jesus. 
1 
Cor. 15:53-57 (NAB). 
2 
Cor. 5:1-5 (NAB). 
the death and burial of the person with mental rcb!rclc1.tion 
and the affects on the parents. ~'lould the parents them-
selves ac;ree uith the descriptions of feelin;;s found in the 
literature? This paper calls for further .survey research 
into the experiences and feelings of parents, especially 
parents of persons l'lith profound, severe or moderate retar-
dation. A special effort should be made to study the 
feelings and experiences of parents of persons 1·lith ·mental 
retardation 'tvho have died. 
The closing remark by the ~'Iiggins family at the 
funeral liturgy of their d."!ughter Dottie contained in 
Appendix C may possj_bly sum up the meaning of the life j 
death and burial of the person with mental retardation for 
many parents: 
If any one of us could bring as much love into the 
uorld in one year of our lives as these children bring 
in one day, oh what beautiful families, countries, uorld 
this would be. 
Thus for the author, the meaning of the death and 
burial of the person 'tlith mental retardation is ·bhat it 
creates great sorrm·1, for a friend has departed us, but 
ultim.:ttely it generates great joy for a fellm·: traveler 
has made the final decision, has had the ultimate encounter 
l'lith the self. This self ue barely understood for it 
reflected not a drive for social consciousness, but~ a 
capacity for love that \·ms :i.r.uncc:l.iate, sir.1ple and full. 
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The self reflected the hn:•cnsc qu<:~li-t~ic:::; of ·the heart as 
distinct from those of the r.J.ind. 'l'hat reflection may 
often h<:n·e been ignored by us. This sel:C, at t~he level 
of grace and faith, challenged us and forced us to open 
our eyes and minds to look beyond. '.L'his unique self, 
expressed in all that he or she \vas and did through life 
and in death, gave us a glir.1.pse of the strength and 
fraility of the human family. He or she stimulated 
believer and non-believer alike to a renm,;ed appreciation 
for the 11ords of the Psalmist: 
Sing joyfully to the Lord, all you lands; 
serve the Lord with gladness; 
come before him \'lith joyful song. 
Know that the Lord is God; 
He made us, His \'le are; 
His people, the flock he tends. 
Enter his gates with thanksgiving, 
His courts \·lith praise; 
Give thanl.:s to Him, bless His name, 
for He is good: 
the Lord, \·;hose kindness endures forever, 
and His faithfulness, to all generations. 
1 
Psalm 100. 
The person 1vith mental retardation who iJ.as d..i..ed 
joins equally ·with all the· people \vho have gone before, 't·1ha 
have made their final decision, and reached their final stage 
of gro:vth. The parents, even though they have been there 
before, join all parents the \'lorld over in the feelings ex-
pressed in the follmvinG poem by Eclg'.:1r A. Guest addressed 
liTo All Parentsn; 
1 Psalra 100. The Bool~ of Psalns {:(U.D). 
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"I'll lend you for a little time a child of mine," 
He said. 
"For you to love the lvhile she lives and mourn for 
1.vh.en she 1 s dead. 
It may be six or seven years or twenty-two or three 
But 't'lill you, till I call her bacl..:, tat.:e care of her 
for ~ie? 
She'll bring her charms to gladden you, and should her 
stay be brief 
You'll have her lovely memories as solace for your grief. 
I cannot promise she 'trill stay, since all from earth 
return, 
But there are lessons taught dmm there I l'lant this 
child to learn. · 
I •ve looked the liTide lvorld over in Hy search for teachers 
true 
And from the throngs that crm·1d life 's lanes I have 
selected you. 
N m·J will you give her all your love, nor think the 
labor vain, 
Nor hate Me uhen I come to call to take her back 
again? 
I fancied that I heard them say, 11 Dear Lord, They 
lvill be done! 
For all the joy Thy child shall bring, the risl~ of 
grief 1.·10 '11 run. 
'tie'll shelter her with tenderness, \le 111 love her 
lthil c \'le nay, 
P.nd for the happiness 't·le t ve known forever grateful stay; 
But should the angels call her much sooner than we 1ve 
planned, 
':le '11 brave the bitter grief that comes and try to 
understand. 
Edgar A. Guest 1 
rtTo All Parents" 
1 Edgar A. Guest, liTo All Parcnts,n All in a Lifetime 
(Chicago: The Reilly and Lee Co., 1938), p. 18. 
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Pacific State Hospital and Developmental Center Number: RESIDENT CARE 1 
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTIVE 1977 
Subject: DEATH OF RESIDENT/PATIENT 
I. GENERAL 
Although overall responsibility for carrying out trearment/habilhation program;, 
rests with the Program Directors, it is understood that the physicians and social 
workers have responsibility for carrying out dea~h procedures. Therefore, this 
Directive and its supplement refer to the responsibilities of the staff in tb~ 
-event of a resident/patient's death. It is expected that in addition to the 
physician's and social worker's necessary involvement, the Program Director 
will be in close communication with the family during this .. time of emotional 
stress. 
II. POLICY 
Department of Health policy requires that the Coroner be notified of all deaths 
occurring at State hospitals. All deaths shall be.reported to the next of kin 
by the hospital physician immediately following notification of the Coroner's 
office. 
Every member of the medical staff is expected to be actively interested in 
securing an autopsy. No autopsy shall be performed without proper written 
consent. All autopsies shall be performed by the hospital pathologi~t, by 
another physician designated by the Chief of the Medical Staff, or by the 
Coroner. 
All contact and correspondence with relatives or guardians shall be handlt>d 
in a manner most considerat.e of the feelings of all concerned. 
Ill. PROCEDURES 
A. When.death occurs, staff in attendance or staff discovering the death 
"shall immediately notify the telephone operator and request the service:: 
of a physician. and.a hospital peace officer. The telephone operator wi 1.1 
immediately make the following notifications: · 
1. Protective Services Office Extension 400 
2. Program Director - Program 1 Extent ion 383, 510 
Program 2 Extension 230 
Program 3 Extension 239 
Program 4 Extension 490 
Program 5 Extension 498 
Program 6 Extension 573 
Program 7 Extension 590 
Program 8 Extension 268, 217 
Program 9 Extension 268, 491 
3. Hospital Special Investigator Extension 295 
4. Administrative Assistant Extension 325 
5. Chaplain 
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When a Catholic patient dies sucldenly, notify t:he 
Catholic Chaplain immediately, day or 1u.ght, Ext. 
251, or through the 5witchboard. 
When a Protestant patient dies, notify the Prote~ta~~ 
Chaplain, Ext. 352, or thro~gh the r;.witc.~board during 
the duty day, or the morni::!.g following_, in case the 
resident expires at night. If the family wishes the 
presence of the Protestant Chaplain, he may be called 
at any time. 
The Rabbi is to be notified through the switchboard. 
If a death occurs after hours or on a weekend or holiday: 
1. The Telephone Operator, Protective Services Office, the Program Director and 
the Executive Offic.er of the Day are noti"fied immediately. 
2. The Program Director will notify the Administrative Assistant by 0900 hours 
on the next regular working day and provide sufficient information to alert 
headquarters. 
3. The Administrative Assistant will alert headquarters by telephone during 
regular busine~s hours. 
B. A log which will form the basis for the Special Incident Report will be started 
by ward staff which will indicate the time, place and circumstances of the death, 
the time of the request for the Physician and Hospital Peace Officer and all 
subsequent activity until removal of the deceased from the ward. ·{see sample 
of Form NOD 1036 attached). 
C. The Coroner will be notified by the attending Physician in each case of death: 
whether natural or otherwise. (See Resident Care 1, Supp. A). 
D. The attending Physician will evaluate the circumstances and cause of death to 
the degree possible and will report findings for the record. 
E. The Hospital Peace Officer will, upon arrival, take possession of the medical 
record of the deceased and will also make Polaroid photographs for the record. 
Sufficient photographs shall be taken to document thoroughly the condition of 
the deceased and th~ immediately surrounding area. 
F. The body shall not be moved, nor the area around the body disturbed, except as 
necessary for lifesaving purposes until authorized by the Coro.ner. Should the 
Coroner be unable or unwilling to respond in a reasonable period of time, the 
Chief of Medical Staff or his Physician alternate, on advice of the attending 
Physician and the Hospital Peace Officer may authorize removal of the body. 
G. The Hospital Peace Officer will m3ke necessary elements oi the medical record 
available to the Coroner {See W&I Code Section 5328. 4). The elements made 
available must be limited solely to information relating directly to the 
factual circumstances of the death and may not include information relating 
to th.e patient's mental state, circumstances of admission, or treatment. 
Should the Coroner require parts of the record for his file, the Hospital 
Peace Officer will immediately arrange duplication so the complete file can 
remain at the hospital. The record will then be placed on file in the Special 
Investigator's office where it will be r..ade available to persons authorized by the 
. - • I 
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Executive Director. Any necessary additions to the record will be made 
under the supervision of the Hospital Peace Officer and identified as 
being made post-death. 
H. The Program Director shall prepare the Special Incident Report, form 1766-A 
within 24 hours (excluding \veekends and holidays) and forward it to the of-
fice of the Executive Director via the Administrative Assistant. The report 
must be submitted by 1530 hours in order to be included in the Headquarters 
mail for that business day. 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE FAMILY 
A. Responsibilities of the Physician 
With every effort at sensitivity to the feelings of the persons being notified. 
since any indication of lack of concern or harsh attitude would not only in-
crease the emotional trauma for the family but might also be magnified into 
a serious public relations problem, the physician will: 
1. When the responsible relative, guardian or conservator is present at 
the time of death: 
a. Request permission to perform an autopsy and have the person sign 
the Autopsy Consent Form (Form DOH 1752) in duplicate if permission 
is granted. Note: It is hospital policy for both parents to sign 
the permit unless only one has legal custody. If necessary,.obtain 
the permission of a parent not present by procedures outlined below. 
It should be noted that autopsies are not generally performed on 
weekends or holidays because the pathologist is not available. 
2. When the responsible relative, guardian or conservator is not present: 
a. Immediately after the resident has been pronounced dead, notify the 
responsible relative or guardian by phone as gently as possible and 
obtain the following: 
(1) Ascertain if they wish to view the body. Hospital policy is 
to leave the body on the Unit/Ward a reasonable time if the 
family indicates a desire to view the body. 
(2) Monitored oral permission to perform an autopsy. The responsible 
relative must then confirm by a collect telegram to the hospital. 
Autopsies are not ordinarily conducted on weekends or holidays. 
The permission is to read as follows: 
"We/I, the _parents or guar<l;i~n• give permission to the Medical 
Staff of Pacific State Hospital and Developmental Center, to 
perform a complete post mortem examination including the re-
tention of tissues deemed necessary by the pathologist on 
(Name of Deceased) " 
Signed by both parents or the one who is 
the legal guardian, or other person who 
is the legal guardian. 
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"Nosotros/Yo, los padres o guardianes, damos el permiso al grupo 
medical de Pacific State Hospital para ejecutar un escaminacion 
completo de autopsia, incluyendo la conservacion de tisu juzgado 
necesario por el medico patalogo sobre (Nombre de defunro) ,, 
Firmado por los dos padres o el padre que el 
guardino legal o otra persona que sea el guard-
iano legal. 
b. Request the hospital telephone operator to send the following prepaid 
telegram to the responsible relative, guardian or conservator confirm-
ing the telephone conservation (every effort should be made to use the 
language of the parent). 
"This is to confirm our telephone conversation of (last night, today, 
etc.). We regret to report (resident's name) passed 
away (yesterday, today, 
"Esto es para confirmar 
hoy, ayer, ecc.) 
residente) 
etc.) 
Harry A. Lewis, Executive Director 
by ( phvs ic ian 1 s name) 11 
la con1lersacion por telefano de ( anoche, 
Sentimos de informar que (Nombre de 
fallecio (hoy, ayer, ecc.). 
Harry A. Lewis, Director Executive 
Por (Nombre del Medico) 11 
c. When all attempts to contact the respon~ible relative, guardian or 
conservator by phone have failed, the attending physician should 
notify them by means of a telegram sent to the home, with instruct-
ions to Western Union to notify the hospital if and why the tele-
gram could not be delivered. 
d. If there are no known surviving relatives and no guardian or conserv-
ator, or their whereabouts are unknown, contact the Social Worker 
during office hours. It is possible to secure permission for an 
autopsy from the Curator of Unclaimed Bodies, Office of Uoclaim~d 
Bodies, 213/226-2279 after the case is released by the Public Ad-
ministrator, 213/974-0460. 
B. Responsibilities of Other Hospital Staff 
1. The Social Worker or Unit Charge will ask the relative or guardian 
what they wish to do with the personal effects of the deceased. If 
the person so desires, these can be donated to the hospital. A 
statement to this effect should be signed by the responsible relative 
or guardian. 
2. The Social Worker will notify the appropriate Regional Center. 
3. The Social Worker will discuss arrangements for disposition of the 
body. The family of the deceased is directly responsible for making 
funeral and burial arrangements and for paying the costs incurred 
therewith. The family is asked to notify the hospital of the mort-
uary chosen. 
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a. If the next of kin does not live in California, permission to 
release the body must be· obtained from the Public Administrator. 
213/974-0411, before the mortuary can pick up the body. 
b. If the family or next of kin can assume bftly partial financial 
responsibilities, or -state that they are unable co pay the burial 
expenses, assist as follows: 
(1) Contact the Trust Office to find out if the deceased person 
has funds in his account which may be used to defer some or 
all of the expenses (in an amount not to exceed $500 per 
W&l Code Section 7281). The mortuary may then send a bill 
to the hospital for the amount available 1n the account. 
(2) If the resident is of the Jewish faith, call the Rabbi at 
Ext. 329 or 213/469-5391 and h~ w(l1 make the necessary 
arrangements. If for any reason the Rabbi cannot be con-
tacted, telephone 213/852-1234 and ask for either Mrs. Dorene 
Agin of the Jewish Family Service or Rabbi Harry Hyman of 
the Board of Rabbis of Southern California. If none of the 
above is available, Groman Mortuaries in Los Angeles may be 
called as a last resort. NOTE: If the body was unclaimed, 
release must first be obtained from the Public Adminis-
trator's Office, phone 213/974-0411. 
(3) County burial may be arranged as follows: 
(a) If next of kin lives in California, call the Los Angeles 
County Mortuary at 1200 North State Street, Los Angeles, 
California 90033, telephone 213/226-7161, giving them 
brief information such as name, location of body, fam-
ily's inability to pay, etc. The family must then sign 
a statement (or send a telegram to the Los Angeles 
County Mortuary) verifying their inability to bury che 
individual because of lack of funds and authorizing 
the_mortuary to dispose of the remains. 
"We (names) , parents are without funds to 
bury (name of resident) , our --~<~s~o~n~·~-------
- daughter, etc.) and hereby request the Los Ang-
eles County Mortuary to dispose of his/her remains by 
means of a (Catholic/Protestant) burial/cremation." 
(b) If next of kin does not live in California, call 
213/974-0411, the Public Administrator in Los Angeles • 
• After obtaining his/her permission, contact the Los 
Angeles County Hortuary, 213/226-7171 to arrange for 
burial of the deceased. 
c. If attempts to locate any next of kin are unsuccessful, follow 
the procedures outlined above in Section IV.B.3.b{2) if the 
deceased was of the Jewish faith. For all others, call the 
Public Administrator's Office, 213/974-0411 and ask them to 
accept responsibility for the case. Information required: 
'"---,· 
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(1) Father'!> arJ<l mother's (maiden) full ni:lme, their binhdates, 
their birthplace and social security numbe.rs. 
t2) Resident's date of birth. birthplace. religion, date of 
admission to this hospital, date, time, cause and place 
of death. 
If the Public Administrator accepts the case, call the Los 
Angeles County Mortuary, 213/226-7161 and inform them that 
the case has betn accepted by the Public Administrator's office 
and of the time at which they may pick up the body. Inform-
ation required 
(1) Father's and mother's (maiden) full name, their birthdates, 
their birthplacE and social secGrity numbers. 
(2) Resident's date of birth, birthplace. religion, date of 
admission to Pacific State Hospital; date, time, cause 
and place of death. 
4. The Medical Records cle.rk will complete the death certificates and 
notify the mortuary when the body can be released. 
V. RECORDING PROCEDURES 
A. Report of Death, Form NOD 1087 MR (in duplicate) completed on Ward/Unit. 
1. Original filed in deceased's·record. 
2. Carbon copy is sent to the Executive Director. 
B. Forms required if an autopsy is performed; 
1. Autho.!J.i.Lfor Alltopsv. Form DOH 17')2, in duplicate 
OR 
Telegram giving consent for autopsy ~make photocopy for duplicate) 
a. Original is filed in deceased's record. Section V 
b. Copy to PathologL:.t 
2. Post ~ortem Examination Report, Form MR 1167 MR, in duplicate. is 
initiated by Medical Records and completed immediately following 
the autopsy by the Pathologist. When a necropsy is performed pro-
visional anatomic diagnoses should be recorded within 3 days t?z hours). 
a. Original is filed in deceased's record 
b. Copy to Pathologist 
3. Autopsy Report Protocol, , Form 1711 A is completed by the Pathologist 
within three months and filed in the deceased's record. 
C. Certificate of Death, form R&S 11 (_in triplicate) 
The Medical-Surgical Medical Record Office staff will complete the form 
on all death cases, including Coroner's cases, during regular working 
hours. In the few cases when the certificate must be completed before 
\ 
_J 
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the next regular working day, the Program 1 Nursing Coordinator will 
complete the certificate. 
1. The physician, except in Coroner's cases, will~ 
a. Provide the cause of death (using ICDA medical terminology) and 
approximate interval between onset and death. 
b. Sign the certificate with black ink. 
2. Distribution of three copies: 
a. Original is sent with the body. 
b. First carbon copy is filed in the deceased's record. 
c. Second carbon copy is routed to Medical Records and Data Proc-
essing for statistical use. 
D. Receipt for Body, Form MR 1085 'HR (original only) 
This receipt is signed by the person picking up the body. The form, 
which is filed in the deceased's record, is available either from the 
Medical Record Department, Nursing O.D. ~r Telephone Office. 
In Coroner's cases, if the body is picked up by a mortuary, the person 
should note that he is picking up the body for the Coroner. 
E. The physician shall record all deaths in the Medical Officer of the Day 
book. The Nursing OD Office will record in the acute NOD and residential 
NOD office log book, as appropriate, on all deaths. 
F. Release Summary 
If death occurs when a resident has been a patient in the Acute Unit 
for less than 48 hours, the summary is written by the physician as-
signed to the deceased's residential unit. In all other cases, the 
summary is written by the physician assigned to the ward/unit where 
the death occurred. 
When an autopsy is granted, this summary must be dictated in sufficient 
time to be typed before the post mortem examination. 
G. Headquarters Reportable Incident, Form MH 1766 B 
The Program Director prepares this form and submits it to the Executive 






APPROVED BY THE MEDICAL STAFF: 
~~044-'~~~ILo:.!<k.t:._"=::_~. 
Freder~ck Martin, M.D. 
Chief of the Medical Staff 
Please remove and discard Administrative Directive Resident Care 1 dated 7/20/76. 
and Hospital Bulletin Number 76-10-14 dated 10/15/76. 
APPENDIX B 
POEI-1 
"Heaven's Very Special Child11 
!~avon's Very Special Child 
A r.1ceting Has held quite far from earth. 
11 It 1 s time again for another birth, u 
S.nicl the .Angels to the Lord above, 
11 This special child. ..rill need nuch love. 
urris progress may seem very slm-r, 
Accomplislunents he may not shm'l, 
And he'll require extra care 
From the folks he meets 't·Tay down there. 
11 He may not run or laugh or play, 
His thoughts may seem quite far away. 
In many '\'lays he \V'Ori 't adapt, 
And he' 11 be knoun as handicapped. 
n So let t s b c careful \·;here hers sent. 
-:de \'fant his life to be content. 
Please, Lord, find the parents ,.,ho 
~·fill do a special job for You. 
11 They '\•Jill not realize right al·r.ny 
The leading role they're asked to play. 
Dut uith this child sent fron above. 
Comes stronger faith and richer love. 
"And soon they'll knm'l the privilege given 
In caring for this gifJG from·Heaven. 
Their precious charge, so meek and mild, 






Ja:aG ..;., 1964 -- February 23, 1976 
A DOUBLE BLESSING 
A blessing that she returned to her heavenly Father--Yes 
indeed--A double blessing that she lived, laughed, and 
\·Jalking among us, charmed us all Nith her love. 
A JOYFUL EUCHliRISTIC CELEBRATION OF LIFE - ETEP,.NAL 
1. Greeting and Blessing of Body at Church Entrance. 
2. Entrance procession -- Entrance Hymn --Tree Song (1). 
3. Penitential Rite (Form C). 
4. Prayer • ~ • Little Bits of Love 
Lord you give us little bits of love to be 
flow·ers of our o...ay. 
Little bits of love to chase the loneliness 
.:nvay. 
Those little bits of love mean more to us 
every day, and for these little bits of 
love I only knoH I pray that they never 
go a·way. 
But a">vay some of them must go, so Good Lord 
take care of Dottie, our little bit of love, 
in your O'\'ln most beautiful and special 1·my. 
5. Litur.:;s of the ;IoRD. 
Bible Procession - II:ymn '1Jesus Loves He 
This I ICnm·1rr ( 3). 
1st Readinc.:: - ~·iisdom !;., 7-1~ .• 
i(CSj_)OllSOrial 








The Lord. is my shepherd; 
there is nothing I shall 
want. 
- Come, you Hhom my Father 
has blessed, says the Lord; 
inherit the kingdom pre-
pared for you since the 
foundation of the 'dorld. 
R/Alleluia. 
Ht 11, 25-30. 
Prayer of the Faithful • • • R/Lord, hear 
our prayer. 
PRESENTATION OF GIFTS - wine, \vater, cup, bread, etc. 
7. Eucharistic Prayer -- 2. 
8. Cowmunion Rite -- Our Father • • • Sign of Peace • 
Breaking of Dread • • • Communion • • • 
Hymn • • • KUr.IDAYA ( 6 ) • 
• • 
Heditation after Com..'nunion -- "Heaven's Very Special 
Child11 





Closing Hymn - 1. III've Got That Joyll 
IILove of Jesus 11 
"Peace that Passeth 
Understandingrr 
(AFTER MORNING NASS) Final Conunendation and Faret'lell. 
11 If any one of us could bring as much love 
into the world in one year of our lives as 
these children bring in one day, oh what 
beautiful families, countries, world 
this would. be. n 
-- Ted and \'Ianda Wig-gins 
BRIAN PATRICK DEHPSEY 
October 7, 1971 -- October 28, 1976 
IN 'WEAKNESS, .STRENGTH 
\'leakened by his handicap, he returned to his father. --A 
Double Blessing that he lived, laughed and was among us--
all of us motivated and strengthened by his presence. 
A JOYFUL EUCHARISTIC CELEBRATION OF LIFE ETERNAL 
1. lielcome and Blessing of Body at Church Entrance. 
2. Entrance procession-- Entrance Hymn-- Tree Song (1). 
3. Penitential Rite (Form C). 
4. Prayer • • • Little Bits of Love 
Lord, you give us little bits of love to 
be flowers of our day. 
Lit·tle bits of love to chase the loneliness 
ai'lay. 
These little bits of love mean more to us 
every day and for these little bits of 
love I only know I pray that they never 
go away. 
But away some of them must go, so Good Lord 
take care of Brian, our little bit of love, 
in your own most beautiful and special way. 






Hymn 11 J esus Loves Ne 
This I Know" (3) 
Wisdom 4, 7-14. 





Eulogy • • • 
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- 11 The Lord is my shepherd; 
there is nothing I shall '"ant. u 
Come, you 1vhom my Father has 
blessed, says the Lord; 
inherit the kingdom prepared 
for you since the foundation 
of the World. R/Alleluia. 
Ht 11, 25-30. 
Prayer of the Faithful • • • R/Lord, hear 
our prayer. 
PP~SENTATION OF GIFTS ,-.ine, '\V'ater, cup, bread, etc. 
7. Eucharistic Prayer -- 2. 
8. Communion Rite -- Our Father • • • Sign of Peace • 
Breaking of Bread • • • Communion • • • 
Hymn • • • KUH3AYA ( 6). 
• • 
Heclitation after Communion -- 11Heaven 1s Very Special 
Child II 
Prayer after Communion 
10. Dlessing. 
A "THANK YOUtt FROH A 
FRIEND. 
11. Closing Hymn -- 1. "I've Got That Joyn 
"Love of Jesus" 
11 Peace that Passeth Understanding .. n 
12. Final Commendation and Fare\V'ell. 
11Jilay the road rise up to meet you; may the wind be 
always at your back; and until I meet you all again 
may he hold you gently in the hollow of his hand." Brian 
APPENDIX D 
BEATITUDES FOR FRIENDS OF THE HANDICAPPED 
A 11 THANK YOU" FR0£.'1 A FRIEND 
BEATITUDES FOR FRIENDS OF THE HANDICAPPED 
A "THANK YOU" FROH A FRIEND 
1. Blessed are you who took time to listen to difficult 
speech, for you helped me to knm.,r that if I persevered 
I could be understood. 
2. Blessed are you who walked with me in public places 
and ignored the stares of strangers, for in your 
companionship I found havens of relaxation. 
3. Blessed are you who never bade me "hurry up," a more 
blessed you who did not snatch my tasks from my hands 
to do them for me, for often I needed time rather than 
help. 
4.. Blessed are you lvho stood beside me as I entered new 
and untried ventures, for my failures out\V"eighed the times 
I surprised myself and you! 
5. Blessed are you 111ho asked for my help, for my greatest 
need was to be needed. 
6. Blessed are you l·:ho helped me 1dth kindness and gentleness, 
for often I needed the help I could not ask for myself. 
7. Blessed are you when, by all these things, you assured 
me that the thing that made me an individual lvas not in 
my peculiar muscles, nor in my wounded nervous system, 
but in the Cod-given self \-lhich no infirmity could 
confine. 
8 & Rejoice and be exceedingly glad, and knm·r that you c;ave 
me .::tncl others like me reassurances that could never be 
spoken in \1ords, for you dealt l:lith me in the true spirit 
of Christ. 
<). Thank you for the memories. I journey with you in spirit 
on your way of life, as I mvait, with .Jesus, our joyful 
reunion in eternal life. 
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